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UNH ·p residential candidates plan to
O'Neill, Ronald Crowley, Anthony Leocha and Brian Wade,
will be questioned by four

By Diane Breda
"'Debate '76" with the ·five
· UNH student body presidential
candidates)is scheduled for Monday Nov. 15 from 8:00-.10:00 p.m.
in the MUB's Strafford Room. ·
MUSO, Student Government,
WUNH, and the Student Video
Tape Organization are sponsoring the debate.
President of MUSO Ian Wilson
says the debate·will not_ run in a
strict ueoate rormat, wnere all
the candidates must answer the
same question.
The five presidential candidates, Cindy Brown, _ Jim

pan~lists.

The four panelists are Brian
Peters, editor of the "Juris
Questor", Pam Rodi, chief announcer at WUNH, Donald
Murray, chairman of the English
Department, and Steve Morrison,
editor-in-chief of The New
Hampshire.
wuson 1s tne moaerator ot the
debate.
The debate will be broadcast
live over WUNH and SVTO is
taping the debate to show at t~e

polls on election day; says
Wilson.
He says each candidate will
· begin with a three minute opening
presentation. They will speak in
alphabetical order. The candidates will have an ending
statement presented in reverse
ortler.
·
The panelists will ask questions
to a specific candidate. The candidates will have a strict two
minute response period. There
will also be a two minute response
time for a follow-up question by
another panelist directed to the
same candidate .

"The candidates will have no
notes or written statements at
all," says Wilson.
~'There will be no crowd reaction, no smoking in the audience.
Approximately 300-350 people will
be allowed in the Strafford Room
that night," says Wilson.
"The debate is to expose Uw
candidates more to the students.
It will get more people involved
and interested in Student Government," he says.
· The five candidates will appear
on a three foot high stage facing
the audience. The panelists will
be facing the candidates sittinE! at

.Students seeking
lobbying power

CALENDAR, page 7

Wilson.

"My job as moderator will be.to
enforce the strict two minute time
period and make sure the
questio.ns are in line," says
Wilson.
Any student who has questions
for the candidates may submit
them to Wilson or at the MUSO oftlce. room 148 in the MUB.
Chairman of the English Department, Donald Murray, says he is
DEBATE, page 10

By Bernadette Mulkern
Graduate
students
are
organizing a graduate student
governmen~ to act as their official representative body.
''There has been a lack of
leadership, organization and
communication among the
graduate students," said Hay
Chagnon, a graduate student in
business administration.
The purpose of the graduate
student government is to have "a
central body which students can
relate to and which can correlate
existing representatives efficiently,'' said Ray Zammit, a
graduate student.
There are five seats open on the
University Senate for the
graduate students but only one
person is serving as a representative. Three graduate students

Senators in doubt
over new calendar
the organizational problems involved in instituting a January
semester. "There's absolutely
no evidence that an approprial'e
number of students would take
advantage of
a
January
semester," he said.
"The proposal represents a
compromise between the disadvantages of the traditional and
early semester systems and the
desirability of a J~nuary term,"
said political science professor
David Moore, chairman of the
calendar study committee. He
said ·the committee's investigations, conducted over a
seven month period, indicated
the January term was favored by
a majority of the faculty.
Ellis is concerned the Senate
will make a rushed decision on
the calendar issue. "It's very important to have a very careful
and thorough discussion of the
proposal," he said. "Why repeat
the mistake of last year,~· asked
Ellis in reference to the Senate

two separate tables with the
moderator in the middle, says

Graduate
students
•
organize
for power

May after Mekelatos .then chairBy Mike Kelly
1n an effort to improve man of the Student Caucus, and
relations between the University 15 or 20 other students went to
System
and
the
State Concord to meet with state
Legislature, four students have legislators to discuss the needs of
the University.
started a student lobbying group.
According to Mekelatos, the
The group, called Students for
the University, plans to recruit positive reaction they received
and educate students this ·from· the representatives they
semester, and will start to ac- met, gave the group's founders the
tively lobby state senators and impetus to proceed with plans for
a more permanent lobbying
congressmen next semester.
·Their goal, ·according to one of organization.
the founders, Del)bieMekelatos js
A meeting with President
to awaken the legislature to the Eugene Mills ana Chancellor Bruce
needs of the University System, Poulton led to the University
and to lobby in behalf of system's support of the lobbying
legislation concerning the gro~p.
University community.
Plans for the group bega~ last LOBBYING, page 11

By Gary Langer
Several University senators ·
expressed dissatisfaction with
the Senate Calendar Study Committee's proposal of a modified
early semester system for years
after 1977-78. The proposal was
made at last Monday's senate
meeting.
The committee proposed to
shorten class duration by one
week, increase class times by
ten minutes, institute a separate
three week January term, and set
up a 13 week summer semester.
The senate will vote on this
proposal at a speeial session on
Nov 15.
"The positive aspects of the
proposal were clear," said Vice
Provost for Academic Affairs
David Ellis, "but the negatives
were not really clearly spelled
out." Ellis said ·the 13 week
semester left less time for
students to work on labs and
papers and to "sit and think",
even thougb the proposal would
"slightly increase the time" of
each class. Ellis also mentioned

debat~

(Nick Novick photo)

STUDENTS, page9-

Construction will continue

Nuke cooling plan revoked
:preliminary· approval of the
Seabrook nuclear power plant's
cooling system was revoked , by
the Environmental Protection
Agency Tuesday.
According to EPA Spokesman
John A. S. McGlennon, the ~gen
cy found the cooling system plans
for the intake and discharge of
ocean water to be inadequate and
below standards set by the Clean
Water Act.
Spokesmen for the builder of
the plant, Public Service Company of New Hampshire, called
the decision "appalling and incredible".
Public Service Company officials may appeal the decision to

Russell Train, the national EPA ficials announced yesterday trtey
administrator in Washington. are continuing construction on
rhe company has not appealed as the plant.
yet, despite the announcement of
Marine biologists for the EPA
an aid of gov. Meldrim Thomson found that the hot water
that PSC would appeal. Thomson discharged from the plant, 1.2
is vacationing in Costa Rica and billion gallons per day, 39 degrees
was not available for comment. '1otter than intake, would
seriously endanger if not destroy
McGlennon said PSC could
continue with construction at shellfish, commercial and game
Seabrook, "but if th~y don't meet fish and possibly shore wildlife
the standards, they can't operate and birds.
State and PSC officials have
it. That would cost them a lot of
maintained the cooling systerr1
money."
.
The project is reportedly would not affect the area's
costing $2 billion. Earlier this · aquatic life.
Public Service Company has
year it was referred to as a $1.6
scheduled a press conference
billion project.
Public Service Company of- Monday at 9 a.m. in Man~hester.

Ron Crowley

Theater

Ron Crowley is waging
an impressive door-todoor campaign as a
candidate for Student
Body President. For
details on his stands see
page2.

As You Like· It is
Unive,r sity Theater's
cu~rent project. John

Edwards is directing

and for a look at how
it's going from our
resident Shakespeare
pro, see page 17.

THE GAME
It's written that
history repeats itself.
Well
tomorrow
history will repeat as
UNH takes on UMass
for the Yankee Conference championship. For the preview
and other related
stories see page 28.
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-News Briefs
Room contracts
The final day to submit petitions to request to terminate the
Room and Board Contract at the end of Semester I is Dec. 7.
Room and Board Contracts are binding for the entire academic
year except in cases of graduation or withdrawal.
Releases will be approved only to the .extent of the number of
requests received for Semester II. Priority will be given to .
students with the most hardship, not necessarily financial, and
second priority to those applications received in chronological or- .
der by the Residence Off~c~.

1

State aid
New Hampshire trailed the rest of the nation in state supp(>rt
for public schools in the 1975-76 school year with six per cent, ac_cording to a report from the Department of Health, Education ·
and Welfare.
The highest rate support is Hawaii with 100 per cent. The ·
average state share of expenses with local governments was 50
per cent, excluding Federal aid.
The HEW report, "Public School Fin2nce Progr2mi:,

I

1075~76, "

also describes how states assist and supervise,local assessments ·
on which property taxes are bases.
·
In addition to Hawaii, the states with the highest financial sup- ·
port percentages are: New Mexico (87 per cent); K-entucky (83
per cent); North Carolina (81_per cent); Alaska (78 ~r cent); ·
Delaware (76 per cent); Mississippi (75 per .cent); Alabama (75
per cent); Idaho (73 per cent); and utah (72 per cent) ,

Ronald Crowley, the fifth person to announce his candidacy for Student Body

President, is shown here talking to a·
commuter student. Crowley is running

Smokey the Bear
Old Smokey the Bear is gone. The 26-year-0ld black bear who .
made the country aware of the dangers of forest fires died in his
sleep early Tuesday morning at the National Zoo in Washington.
In human terms- Smokey was more than 70 years old. A·
spokeswoman for the Forest Service attributed his demise to, .
"just old age."
Although Smokey was replaced in his official capacity by a sixyear-old black bear last year, zoo officials still kept a close watch
on him and his mate of 14 years, Goldie.
.
Smokey was origina.lly _found as ~n. orphan~ cub in . New .
Mexico after a forest fire m 1950. Official~ say his body will be ·
flown back to New Mexico for burial at the Smokey Bear·
Historical State Park.
·

Swine flu
The national swine flu program has vaccinated less than one tenth the people it was intended to reach. The program is a third of
the way through its planned time period.
The poor turnout has led some experts to doubt that the delayed
vaccination effort can succeed in protecting most of the adult
population before the onset of the flu season.
In New York, Dr. Pascal James Imperato, first deputy health
commissioner, estimated the program would reach 'somewhere
between 15 and 20 per cent of the targ~t population."
In California, Dr. James Chin said he hoped half the state's
population could be vaccinated but said "we'll be lucky if 30 to 40
per cent get it."
The reason for the low estimates is the late starting date of the
program.
Most states were not able to begin the immunization program
until Oct. 15 or 20. However, national figures indicate the program
is gathering momentum.

Natural man
Male students between ages 18 to 40 are eligible to become
Play girl magazine's "natural man."
The first prize winner of the magazine's first annual Natural
Man Contest will receive $20,000 in cash and an all-expense paid
vacation for two in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico.
Students interested in competing in the Natural Man Contest
should submit five or more color photos <Polaroids are acceptable) including a full face close-up and a full figure frontal nude
to Playgirl Magazine, 1801 Century Park East, Suite 2300, Los
Angeles, California, 90067. No deadline has been set for .submissions. Enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope to insure
return of photos.
Contest finalists will be chosen from these entries and a
meeting arranged with a Playgirl photowapher. The pictures will
appear in the centerfold, discovery or horoscope sections of
Playgirl during the next year.

against Cindy Brown, Tony Leocha, Jim
O'Neill and Briand Wade. (Karen Har-

togensis)

Crowley's concerns ·c enter
on lack of communication
use it. Before t.l;>e change the
Crowley said he is running for
body
president,
"There is a Jack of com- system was too lax. Maybe what 1 student
munication between student we need now is to restrict the . "Because I would like to see
Governm.e nt
reoresentatives and students. I scope of its use and lowering of - Student ·
professionalized. By this I me.an I
have been going door to door the needed grade for Gredit.
talking to students and listening
"I am very interested in com:. .would like to see ~ student governto what they have to say. I would · muter problems. Commuters · ~ent that actively and conlike to ask why other candidates need an expanded Kari-van .sist~ntly. meets on a personal
aren't out listening to students for schedule. If this was done then ba.si~ wit~ the faeulty and ada change."
fewer commuters would drive m1!11str~hon members of the
Personal communications is their cars to school and there Uruvers1ty Senate.
"Not often enough has Student
one of major issues of Ronald would be fewer parking spaces
exhibited
a
Crowely's campaign for·student · taken up. The interior parking Government
body president.
Crowley, a 22 year old junior
political science major pursuing
a minor in English, credits his
· "wide r?nge of residential experience'' as among his presidential qua11ncat1ons.
He has lived on campus in
Randall hall, commuted from
Dover and is currently boarding
at Acacia fraternity.
. Crowley said the most important issue students have com- ·
municated to him is, "They do lots should be opened to com- willingness to cooperate arid
not want to come back to school muters and on-campus car compromise with the adfor finals after Christmas owners should park in exterior . ministration. This does not mean
lots."
that I intend to be a patsy or that I
vacation."
There are several valid reasons
Concerning the Counselimz and wouldn't stand up for student
for this. One is that this would in- Testing Center ·Crowley said, "I feelings, but certainly a comterfere with students' jobs. feel that enough students have promise policy or solution is bet- .
Another is that the additional expressed doubt about the ter than a one-sided policy."
· traveling required would be a proposed mental health unit in
Crowley continued, "If elected
monetary hardship on many Hood House that there should be
students. For a lot of students plenty of opportllllity for these I would try to make student
representatives more responsive
there is a lack of academic . students to express those doubts
to the students they represent. I
resources such as a quality to the administration."
would do this by implementing
library near their homes needed
In addressing the ongoing either a written or unwritten rule
to prepare for finals. Finally
there seems to be a need for an quality of education issue that representatives go out and
extended vacation between Crowley said, "The quality of · meet their constituents. I would
education translates into the also get representatives to cirsemesters."\
respect that people have for your culate referendums concerning
"Pass-Fail is the second most degree. If a student comes from issues to student.. I also want a
important issue that bothers an 'easy' school then it will be. concentrated lobbying effort
students," Crowley said. '"I:.he more difficult for that student to between student senate members
idiocy of the present system has get a job or go to graduate school and faculty and administration
senate members."
made it ridiculous for a studenrto or whatever.''
By Tom Nelson

"If elected I would try

to make student representatives
more responsive••• "

HELP WANTED
"How to Make $9 to $16
per hour while on
vacation or on,weekend."

$3

plus 50¢ postage

and handling.

The Morgan Press
308 South Dixie
W. Palm Beach, FL 3340.1°
©The Morgan Press, 19?6 ·
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•
•
on the tax issue
Poll shows Thomson winner
By Marion Gordon
The "single most decisive
issue" in Tt10mson's reelection
was his stand against any taxes,
according· to Political Science
Professor David Moore who conducted a poll of New Hampshire
voters before the elections.
Moore predicted a 59 to 41 percent margin of victory for Thomson. The actual figures gave
Thomson 58 percent of the ~ote.
Moore says that such a close
approximation is "not surprising
if you draw the sample correctly.''
Moore- used a random sample
called a two stage probability
sample. The 260 people in the poll
were drawn proportionately from
each of the 13 area directories in
the state. The poll was corn 1ucted
the week before the electioi:i.
.
·Moorefsaid that since 21 percent 01 au the residential
t.dt:yhuut:::t lbtc::U 111 U1t: ::;(.(l~ itl"t: Ill

Portsmouth, 21 percent of ~e
sample was drawn froin the Ports. mouth directory. Nineteen per
cent was drawn from Manchester
and 18 percent from Concord.
According to Moore, Thomson
was "more successful in projecting an anti-tax image." Moore
says Thomson's four years in office helped further that image.
Although Harry Spanos said he
was opposed to taxes also, Moore
says, "People weren't convinced
that Spanos was as opposed to
taxes as Thomson."
·
Originally the response to
Moore's poll showed a 55 to 33 per-

cent margin favoring Thomson
with 12 percent undecided. Moore
.then predicted that Spanos would
get two-thirds of that 12 percent.
· Moore questioned those polled
on their attitudes towards taxes
and whetper they considered
. Thomson or Spanos as being
closer to their own views.
Moore found that 68 percent
were opposed to taxes, and out of
that number 64 percent .thought
Thomson was closer to their
views, nine _per cent thought Spanos
was and 'El percent thought the
two candidates were equal.
Of the 32 percent who were
either in favor of taxes or not sure,
42 percent identified more with
Spanos and 38 percent with Thomson.
In a separate but related
question, Moore found that 56 percent of the voters thought Thom;:,uu n~vn:::,t:utw U1t:lr v lt:w:s uu
taxes better than Spanos. Ninetyfive percent of this group voted for
him, .
- Eighteen percent thought
Spanos represented their views
better and 9'l percent voted for
him. Of the 26 percent who perceived .the two candidates as
equal, Spanos got a two to one
margin in the voting.
Moore says he concludes that
Thomson won almost 50 percent of
the vote on the tax issue alone.
Moore says he thinks Spanos'
difficulty in portraying a successful anti-tax image resulted
from his never having publicly

Trespassing, marijuana

Two men arrested
at Foss Farm lab
Hugh Butler, a 19 year olcl
sophomore at UNH, and John
Eisenschmid, also 19, of
Rochester, N.Y., were arrested
last Saturday afternoon after
allegedly breaking into an electrical engineer.ing research
trailer at Foss Farms.
The police were alerted to thE
break-in when an alarm wa~
triggered in the trailer.
Eisenschmid and Butler were
bOth found -t o be in possession oi
m arijuana when they were
searched at UNH Police
hea~quarters .

Butler and Eiser\schmid were ·

taken the anti-tax pledge as ·
Thomson has frequently done.
Moore says although there may
have been no actual difference in
the two candidates' attitudes, "the
voters perceived a difference.''
Moore says he thinks the
Democrats underestimated the '
importance of the tax issue. He
says if the Democrats hope to ~n
in two years they must run a
_strong anti-tax candidate.
Moore says one factor which he
has not been able to fµlly assess is
the influence of newly arrived
Massachusetts voters in New
Hampshire. Moore says 15 percent of the voters in New Hampshire have been residents under
five years while over two-thirds
have been residents over ten
years. He says he expects the
number of new voters in the state
to increase in the next few years.
He has yet to compare the anti-

Oppose Income Tax

Moore

pOII
results
Unsure of or
Favor Income Tax

27 o/o

tci.x ,;,tcind ol new and old n:::::tldeu~.

"In the short run people coming
north are not in favor of taxes,"
says Moore. "Because those
people are used to having certain
services, they may be more in
favor of taxes-in the long run."
In the Presidential race, Moore
predicted a 59 to 41 percent
margin of victory for Gerald Ford
in New Hampshire. Of the undecided, he thought the vote would
split in half between Ford and
Carter. Nationally, the actual undecided vote went two to one in
favor of Carter, Moore says. In
New Hampshire, Ford received 56
percent of the vote.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Governor. Thomson closer
to vo~er'. s preference
Candidates equally close
to voter's preference
Mr. Spanos closer
co voter's preference

UNH presidential hopefuls
•
speak out on the issues

By Jamie Batson
Five candidat_e~ : ar~ , fUJln,i,ng
charged with · criminal trespass for UNH Student Body President.
and posession of a controlled The elections are scheduled for
drug. The two misdemeanor Nov.16and 17.
charges carry a maximum fine of
The candidates are busy cam$1,000 each and/or one year in ,xiigning through the newspaper,
jail.
on flyers and by meeting with the
Butler was released on his own students.
recognizance
pending
his
Cindy Brown, the only woman
arraignment on Nov. 19.
.in the race, said, ''The Student
Eisenschmid was unable to Government, President Mills, the
raise the combined bail of $400 for Trustees and the faculty refuse to
the two charges until last Monday believe that Thomson and Loeb
evening. Until that time he was run this University."
held in the Stratford County
Brown said she feels Student
House of Corrections. Eisen- Government should take an acsclunid wjll be ariaigned on Nov. 19. tive stand on non-University
He bas entered a plea of not issues. As a member of the
guilty on both charges.
·
Native American Solidarity
,,J Committee and a coordinator of

the Clamshell Alliance, Brown is
concerned about the fack of
student involvement at UNH.
Seen by many as the most extreme of the -five candidates,
Brown has been an enthusiastic
campaigner and her posters and
banners can be seen across the
campus bearing the slogan "The
Students United Can Not Be
Defeated. "
Briand Wade Is president of
Congreve Dorm and a member of
the Student . Legal Services
Committee.Kjunior, majoring in
political science, Wade says he
senses a breakdown in communication between the Student
Government and the administration.
"What I feel is a really big

problem is that the administration has not been held
accountable by the Student
Government when programs
have been cut.
,
"Student Government, in the
area of responsibility to students,
has failed ," said Wade. He forsees a cohesive Student Government created by better communications through commuter
newsletters and coooeration with
the dorm governments.
Ron Crowley has been busy
visiting dorms, fraternities and
sororities to meet students and
learn what their concerns are.
"I feel the personal approach is
very important in my -campaign.
ELECTIONS, page 9

Questions
surrOund
Sea Grant
funding
By Marion Gordon
_A decision on whether or not to
continue the suspension of $10,000
in Federal funds in connection
with a Sea Grant coastal zone
management project conducted
by UNH Political Science
Professor David Moore has not
yet been made.
According to John Milholland
of the Office of General Counsel
for Sea Grant in Washington, "It
is inappropriate to comment on
any findings at this time."
· Milholland is responsible ·for

presenting a report to the Depar-.
tment of Commerce under which
Sea Grant is run. lie said he expects to complete this report
within the next two weeks.
The funds were suspended pen-

SEA. GRANT, page 16

/<Wayne King photo)
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Lot B dirt area
to he paved soon
average of sixty $50 tickets a day
By Crystal Kent
Whether or not students will be were issued during the month of
allowed to park in the dirt area t October. Many of the tickets were
adjacent to Lot B in front of to UNH visitors parking in A lot
WSBE was not decided at Wed- for the soccer and freshman footnesday's parking and traffic ball games. Others were New
England Center overflow into D
meeting.
.
When asked about the decision, lot by the new alumni building
Chairman of the Traffic and site.
Parking Committee Charles
"The tickets were given out too
Breeding said, "The lot will be indiscriminately," said
paved. The money hhs been ap- Breeding. "We have got to be
propriated. It's merely a matter more certain the person is a
of the contractor picking the student and that the unregistered
time."
car is repeatedly parked there.
Lot B has been the subject of These $50 tickets to visitors wm ·
recent ·controversy. In the past alienate people from the Universtudents were allowed to park in sity."
So far only half a· dozen of tqe
the dirt area without being
ticketed . .Early this semester $50 tickets have been paid and

booming Vermont sugarhouse are now
mere remains from an era gone by
wagon, an old broken down oven and a
(Steven Morrison photo)
wooden building tumblin~ down ~ro~nd
i~ all - what were o~~e s1gns_of_h_fe_m_a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____.

An axle and chassis to a horse-drawn

SCOPE ,seeks outside help
in scheduling concerts
B)'PatLang

Rhonaa Flashen, director of
SCOPE <Student Committee on
Popular Entertainment) asked
for help from students and other
SAT organizations to back
SCOPE in getting more input into
scheduling concerts. .
At a meeting Wednesday night
in the Memorial Union Building.
,Flashen said, "We could always
get dates in September, May, and
the end of April, but never in
March. We never could get any
date in March." Flashen and president of
MUSO Ian Wilson agreed that
since the New Hampshire's
editorial last week on SCOPE's

situation, things have eased up
somewhat with
the
administration.
Flashen said, "They've asked
us now to submit a request for a
date in March, but nothing has
been given us as yet.'' She added,
"The reason that they're doing
something is because we're putting on some pressure. We want '
something concrete done though,
so we don't have to use scare tactics in order to communicate with
the administration."
Wilson said "We could use the
Bureau of the Budget (BOB) as a .
wepge to get more input .on
scheduling. We should get Mike
O'Neill to come down to a BOB

meeting and explain to students
what's ~oing on."
Mike 0 'Neill, director of the
Department of Recreation,
schedules the events in the field
house and Snively Arena.
Bruce Kominz, a representative from Student Government,
said, "What I - think SCOPE
should do is just sit down and
discuss the problem with the administration.''
Jim Evangelou, chairman of
the BOB, said, "We should find
out where President Mills' support lies and how he stands on the
issue. -It would help if students
SCOPE, page 6

Cracker Barrel
Lounge
at the traffic circle

Rt. 1-95
~* Coniing Attractions

**

Nov 8-14

HOT FLASH

Nov 15-21

FOXX

Nov 22-28

SKINNY KID

Super Saturday Buffet
$4.95 -- All you can eat

Student I.D.
en:titles you to soc off

a:tudonta: a:tArtod rocoiving tickoto ,

many of tho tickoto havo boon

for parking• in this area and
boulders were set up Oct. 18 by
the PPO and M (Physical Plant
Operations and maintenance) to
keep cars from entering the area.
A report by PPO and M was
supposed to be presented at Wednesday's meeting and a decision
reached on parking in the dirt
area. The PPO and M representative did not attend the meeting
and the issue was not discussed.
Issues discussed at the Traffic
and Parking meeting were:
-$50 fines for unregistered
vehicles mistakenly given to
UNH visitors
-students camping out in
parking spaces
-graduate
student
classification for studept or
faculty /staff parking stickers
-use of Forest Park parking
by non-residents
-motorcycle parking security
-Reserve spaces for visitors to
the e~ec;tron ~icroscope lab
-Disadvantaged women for,
Higher Eucation CDWHE) continuous use of F lot.
According to _ Breeding, an

voided.
Although no vote was taken the
committee decided to urge more
discretion in tagging till a better
system of vehicle owner identification.could be obtained.
According to Police Chief Ron
McGowan some parking spaces
are being camped out in by
students using tents and house
trailers.
"We have safety regulations to
consider as well as the proper use
of parking spaces," said
McGowan. "Are these kids using
their car's heating system to heat
their trailers? If so, there is a
danger of carbon monoxide
poisoning .."
Bill Evans, a representative
from Residential Life, opposed
the use of University facilities by
the par-king lot campers.
"These people are using th_e
dorm showers and toilets for free
while the residents pay for them
and that's unfair,'' said Ellis. "It
also puts a burden on the
facilities. One person doing it
won't hurt but 500 will."

CllBIR sm1.a

.....
else.RIW

ea91amr'

_

PARKING, page 8
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campus calendar
FRIDAY, November 12
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "As You Like It," Johnson Theater,
8 p.m. Students $2.50; General $3.
ORGAN RECITAL: Barbara Harbach, Bratton Rm., Paul Atts
Center, 8 p.m.
~
MUB PUB: "Papa Scrunch," 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, November 13
POLITICAL SCIENCE WORKSHOP: "Langliage Study and
the Study of Social and Political · Culture," sponsored by
Goethe Institut~, Boston. New England Center, 9:30 a.m.12:30 p.m. Pre-register with Goethe Institute, Boston.

"Where do I go now?" this Mill Pond swan seems to be asking itself while looking at his frozen
habitat Wednesday. <Casey McNamara photo)
·

UNIVERSITY THEATER: "As You Like It," Johnson Theater,
8 p.m. Students $2.50; General $3.

'Scabies' continues at UNH
By Milly Mc~ean
Hood House is still battling a
highly contagious skin disease
which causes intense itching in its
victims.
For about three years the UNH
infirmary has treated an average
ot one or two cases a day of Sarcoptes Scarbidi, or "Scabies," according to Hood House Director
Charles Howarth.
"The most typical complaint is
that it itches all the time, but
especially at night," Howarth
said.
He said Hood House treats more
cases of warts and acne than
scabies, but no exact figures were
available.
"I don't know if it's an epidemic
at UNH. But on a world-wide scale
its an epidemic at this time."
Howarth said.
Hood House has treated about

one hundred people each year
·over the last three years, according to Howarth.
Scabies
is 'caused
by
microscopic female mites which
.burrow into the skin and lay eggs.
· "Leffuna ttended the person is
covered with a rash from the neck
down," Howarth said. "Nobody
knows why scabies doesn't occur
above the neck."
The rash is especially common
in . between the fingers, armpits,
genitalia. and around the nipples.
freatment takes from Z-4 to 72
hours. The victim covers the skin
below the neck with a cream
called Kwell for 24 hours. The
cream is washed off and repeated
up to two times until the scabies
subsides.
All bedding and clothing must
be washed at the same time or the
infection returns in a few weeks.
Scabies is highly contagious.

MUB PUB: "Papa Scrunch." 8 v.m.

Contact with the skin, clothing,
bedding, or towels of an infected
person passes on the fem ale bug
which causes the disease.
"Outbreaks of scabies comes in
cycles," Howarth said. "The last
epidemic was in the 1949's. This
present flare-up will probably
persist until 1980.
"Ten years ago we would see
only about one a year,'' he said.
Scabies occurs in 30 year cycles,
15 years with the disease, .15 years
without, according to the Oct. 24
issue of Parade Magazine.
Public schools in Durham,
Rochester and Nottingham report
only isolated cases of scabies.
"We had a few cases isolated
here and there," said Marian
Goodwin, head nurse for
Rochester public school. "But we
keep a close watch· on it so we
haven't had a problem."

SUNDAY, November 14
STUDENT NURSE ORGANIZATION PROCRAM: "An Expanding Family Expands," slide show and discussion by Bob &
Alice Fryling, following them _through a pregnancy, labor,
delivery, and return home to family. Forum Rm., Library, 3-5
p.m.
MUSO LECTURE: Leonard Maltin, on the history of
animated cartoons, with film clip~ of such favorites as Mickey
Mouse & Betty Boop. Strafford Rm., MUB, 8 p.m. Admission
50 cents.
MEN'S J.V. INTERCOLLEGIATE FOOTBALL: Mass.,
Cowell Stadium, 1:30 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, "Oldies," 8 p.m.

MONDAY, November 15
CLIMATIC CHANGE LECTURE: "Climate Change? New
England Winters Since 1620," by David Ludlum, founder/ editor of "Weatherwi&e." James Hall, Rm. 303, at 4 p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES: Dickran Atamian, pianist. This 20-yearold Texan won frist prize in the SOth Anniver~ry Naumberg
Piano Competition. Granite State Rm., MUB, 8 p.m. Students
$3.50 in advance; General and at-the-door $5.
.

SNEAKY

NOVEMBER:
6-SHORTY HILL
8-00UG BENNETT &
BRUCE LAWSON
9-SHORTY HILL
15-BOOTH & WHYTE
22 & 23-BILL MORRISSEY
MAIN ST.
27 & 28-PAUL MacNEIL
29 & 30-SHORTY HILL
NEWMARKET
DECEMBER:
659-6363
1 & 7-PAULMacNEIL
28 VARIETIES OF DOMESTIC & IMPORTED BEER & ALE

PETE'S
SALOON·

TUESDAY, November 16
ORGANIC SEMINAR: "Photochemistry of 4-Pyrones and 4Hy,droxypyry lium Cations," James Pavlik, Worcester
Polytechnic Institute; Parsons Hall, Rm. L-103, 11 a.m.-12
noon.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in
the Memorial Union Building, Durham N.H. 03824. Phone
862-1124 or 862-1490. Yearly subscription $7.00 Second class
postage paid at Durham, N.H. Printed at Castle Publications Plaistow. N.H. Total number of copies printed ~0,500.

ROUTE t
HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRI!
603-926-9149

November 17
3 - 9p.m.
Granite State Room

10% OFF ALL· SKI
EQUIPMENT WITH
THIS COUPON AND
UNH I.D.
Offer good 'till Nov. 25, 1976
--~-------------------------~
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notices
GENERAL
SFORUM..NEEDS MATERIAL: We're a science fiction
and fal1fiisy journal. Bring your reviews, poetry, short
stories, or pen-and~ink illustrations relating to science fiction or fantasy to the SForum box, Student Activities Office, MUB.
LOOKING FOR LOST EYEGLAs.5ES? 'Check at the
MUB Information Center. We are also a lost and found
service.
LOST CLOTHING? BOOKS? The MUB Information Center still has many items found since the beginning of the
semester. If you are missing something, check us out! We
will empty the lost and found into the Good Will Box on
Wednesday, November24.
SENIOR PORTRAIT SIGN-UPS: The 1!177 Granite Yearbook has scheduled Senior portrait sign ups from November 8-November 23 in Room 125, MUB, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. The
portraits will be taken November 29-December 3; and
December IHO.
CHRISTMAS WORKSHOPS: Handmade Christmas
Decorations, Fee $3; Pine Cone Wreaths, Fee $3; Block
Printed Christmas Cards, Fee $3.50; String Art, Fee $3;
sponsored by Student Activities. Watch New Hampshire
for further details.
MUB OPEN HOUSE FOR CLUBS&. ORGANIZATIONS:

"The Endless Summer," come enjoy popcorn, cotton
candy, "Jaws," Beach Boy music by the '.'Spectras."
Representatives ofUNH clubs will be present to answer
your questions abOut their activities. Wednesday,
November 17, Granite State Rm., MUB, 3-9p.m.
WANT A QUIET PLACE TO READ OR STUDY? Area II
Study Rooms are now open daily, 9 a.m. • 11 p.m., Hitchcock Basement.
RYE RESEARCH HISTORIAN: Louis Tallman conducts
a walk through Odiorne State Park Rye, N.H.; possible
sight of N.H.'s first settlement; Sunday, November 14,
meet at main gate of park at 1 p.m. ·

ACADEMIC

terviews at Placement office, Huddleston Hall.
Recruiters are especially interested in December
graduates.

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
TAI CHI CHUAN CLUB: Demonstration and class
registration, Sunday, November 14 at 7 p.m., CarrollBelknap Rm .. MUB. Call Mike Colllins for more information, 868-7015.
AREA III RESIDENTS: 2nd workshop on the problems,
prospects, expectations of going home for Christmas,
"Mom, How I Have Changt!d," by Bob Gallo, Assistant
Dean of Students and Greg Stone, Head Resident of
Christensen. Tuesday, November 16, at 7:30-9 p.m .,
Philbrook Dining Hall. ·

RM PROGRAM: Free introductory lecture sponsored by
SIMS, Thursday, November 18 at 7:30 p.m., McConnell
210.
N.H. STUDENT VOLUNTEER PROBATION COUNSELORS: Discussion, Wednesday, November 17 from
7:30-9p.m., Grafton Rm., MUB.
STUDENT ALCOHOLIC ASSOCIATION: A student run
organi:zation dealing with the problems of alcoholism by
discussion and interaction. Every one invited to our
meetmg, every Wednesday, 7-H:30 p.m., ttammonSmith225.
SANE: Candle light vigil, to mourn the 2nd anniversary of
the death of Karen Silkwood, plutoniwn reprocessing
plant worker. Saturday, November 13, 5-12 p.m., Federal
Building, Portsmouth.
NATIVE AMERICAN SOLIDARITY , COMMITTEE:
Literature table, bake sale; every Wednesday, 11 a.m.-2 p.m., table outside MUB cafeteria.
NATIVE AMERICAN SOLIDARITY COMMITTEE:
· Meeting, every Thursday, 7:30p.m., DWHE building.
TEs.5ERACT : Meeting, Monday, November 15 'at 8:30
p.m., Grafton Rm., MUB.

MUB OPEN HOUSE FOR CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS:
SOVIET UNION: Language & Culture Winter Study Tour
Clubs & organizations interested in having a represento the Soviet Union from January 2 to January 23, 1977.
tative at the-Open House, contact Jeff Onore, 2-1001, as
Price includes tours to Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev--direct
soon as possible - space is limited! Open House will be on
flight from New York to Moscow-three meals/day-all
Wednesday, November17,at3-9p.m.
accomodations and transfers. $803: Students may ADOPTED
GRANDPARENTS PROGRAM: Meeting,
receive 2 credits for language or culture and
Tuesday, November 16 at 7 p.m., Merrimack Rm., MUB.
civilization. For further information contact Department of German and Russian, Murkland t6, .at 862-1218.
SIMS CLUB: Meeting, Tuesday, November 16 at 7:30
p.m., McConnell 318.
COMPUTER COURSE: RUNOFF, Thursday, November 18 from 1:30-3:30 p.m., Kingsbury Hall, M227.
ADMISSIONS INFORMATION SESSION, Saturday,
November 13at10:30a.m., Rm. 208, McConnell Hall.
LINGUISTICS COMMITTEE: Monthly meeting, dinner,
speaker. Dan Swift ·on "Theories of Word Perception,"
John Limber on " Three Models for the Processing of Syntactic Ambiguity.'' Linguistics majors and minors are
urged to attend. Monday, November 15, at 5-7 p.m. in
Stillings.
AIR FORCE ROTC: Interviewing students interested in
Engineering or Management careers; call 862-1480 for
appointments, or stop by AFROTC Building, Rm. 208.
LIBERAL ARTS FRESHMEN: There wilT be a
Preregistration Workshop to help familiarize you with the
process ot preregistration on Tuesday, N-Ovember 16,
from 6:30 p.m.-8 p.m., Richards Auditoriwn, Murkland
Hall.
.

CAREERS

CLUB SPORTS
DURHAM REELERS: Monday, November 15 a.t 8 p.m.,
Senate-Merrimack Rm., MUB.
SQUASH CLUB: Tuesday, November 16 at 7 p.m., Field
House courts.
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL PRACTICE: Sunday, November
14 at 7 p.m.; Tuesday, November 16 at 8 p.m.; N.H. Hall
Gym.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Vermont, Saturday,
November 13, Snively Ar~na. 4 p.m.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. North River, Sunday,
November 14, Snively Arena, 3 p.m.

RELIGIONS
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION: Coffee House,
Friday, November 12 at 8 p.m., Catholic Student Center,
Madbury Rd.

SUMMER JOBS DROP-IN: Informal sessions for
students who would like assistance in locating summer
employmentopportunities; Tuesday, November 16at6:30
p.m., Career Planning & Placement, 203 Huddleston.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: "How to Love Yourself," Friday, November 12 at 7:30 p.m., Commuter
Lounge, MUB.

RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Lecture, discussion
on job-getting techniques, reswnes, cover letters. Wednesday, November 17 at 6:30 p.m., Career Planning &
Placement, 203 Huddleston.

INTERV ARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP:
"Evangelism - Something You'd Rather Not Talk
About?" Friday, November 12 at 7 p.m., Smith Hall
Lounge.

PEACE CORPS/VISTA: ACTION Recruiters will be on
campus Tuesday, November 16, Wednesday, November
17 and Thursday, November 18 from 9 a.m.-5" p.m., in the
MUB, Table 1. Seniors, Graduate Students: Sign up for in-

BIBLE STUDY AND QUESTIONS: "Pastor Frank"
Hanrahan and Lutheran Students on Campus, every other
Thursday night, November 14 from 8: 15-9:30 p.rn., Wolfe
House.

Ye:!lte1·diay then~ were 110 cla;,;,e;,. That 111eaut Wedue~day ulgbt

was a party night, at the Keg Room (above) and all over campus. <Wayne Kmg photo)

SCOPE seeks help
SCOPE
continued from page 4

c01dd question him on the spot."
"The administration should be
invited to the next BOB
meeting," Wilson said. "We want
to get the most and the best
programming we can for the
students' money."
Flashen said, "Ideally when we
get a show, we should get the date
we need for it. We have the
schedules of the field house and
Snively Arena so we wouldn't .set
up something that would canflict.
We've offered to pay for another
hall for the basketball team to
practice on so we could get dates
in the field house, but we were
turned down."
"It's possible to put a tarp on
the ice at Snively and use it for a
stage. They do it in the Boston
Garden and we're willing to pay
the extra maintenance costs.
However the people in charge of
the facility tell us it's out of the
question," said Flashen. ·
Wilson said, "The cultural
events never have any problem
with scheduling, but they do

theirs well in advance. SCOPE
should do the same thing. Try
getting dates now for next September and maybe things will be
more open. Go to them with a
definite prospect for a concert
and maybe they won't be so flaky
in giving you the date you want."
Flashen said, "So far this year
they've given us a dat~ every
month, but it's impossible to get
any big names when you've got
only one date to work with. That's
·why we have J. Geils coming for
the third time."
The J. Geils Band was at UNH
in the Spring of '75 and in '72.
"It's lucky that they're a
popular group, but we'd rather
not do that kind of show," said
Flashen.
They're hard to work with and
we have to -apply the over-18 age·
limit because- of the over seven
intensity rating that was given to
this concert. We make our money
from selling tickets to nonstudents, mostly .high-school kids
and with the high_rating that
rules them out," she said.
It was decided to call another
i meeting after the next BOB
. meeting.
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COLLEGIATE
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Anyone who wishes to submit information to either Campus Calendar or Notices should do so at the Office of Student Activities on the top floor of the Memorial Union Building in room 322and not to The New
Hampshire office.
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Don't be in the dark about the Book Loft...

---------------------------~

FAMOUS SOREL
Leather Top Pacs

:.:·:

i~i

Removable

Lightweight

·---::

Felt

Warm

Liners

i}

New .selection of hardcover remainders
34 different 1977 calenders to choose from ,
Area's Finest Selection of Children's Books
upstairs at Town & Campus Durham
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Comfortable

Other Styles and Brands
also available
f~~¥en, W ome~ and Children!
.......
;~;: :i Prices start at $16. 99 -

IWHY PA y MORE?,]
~'

RED'S~~·OSHOE !JA
.

.

35 Broadwa y Dover
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Senators discuss calendar;
several are dissatisfied
CALENDAR
continued from page 1

Chemistry professor James desirable calendar," he said.
Morrison, a faculty senator.
Morrison said "It's a brilliant
"I don't see a majority support
report," but th~ committee made for the traditiona~ semester."
.
move last year to adopt the a mistake in asking each ·said Senate Chairman Allen
traditional semester system for educational department which ! Thompson.. "I'll ~e very co~cer
1977-78. That decision has schedule >they would prefer I ned about what will happen if the
resulted in much student and rather than which would be best: modified early semester doesn't
· for the learning process. "I don't pass," he said.
faculty dissatisfaction. .
Ellis proposed next year's first
semester be held on the current
early semester schedule, and
that second semester start in the
middle of January and end in the
middle of May. This proposal is
seen as a compromise between
the early · and . traditional
semesters. "I really wasn't'
--Professor David Moore
thinking about the politics of it. I
wanted to separate the two ' -------..-------...;_,..-----"------"""."'""issues," said Ellis.
feel that student input in the
"I don't understand the value
The· issue of next year's calen- Senate is based on the best of ten extra minutes per class,"
car must be settled as quickly as educational process," added said English Department Chairpossible to allow time for an in· Morrison.
man Donald Murray, a faculty
depth study of · the calendar
"I hope the faculty's input was .senator. "If you add ten minutes
proposal for following years, . in the interest of the best quality but lose a week, it doesn't balanEllis said.
of education possible," said l ce out. "Murray said that he is
''pleased with the idea of ending
"I think Dr. Ellis' proposal is a· Moore.
very attractive one,'' said Moore.
Senator Richard Schreiber, a · before Christmas," but "students
''Virtually no elements of the botany professor, complained must pay the price," in terms of
University community are op- that "no one on the committee ·educational quality, for the early
posed to a continua ti on of the discussed scheduling renovations semester.
current early semester." He said in terms of educational imEllis' proposal "allows for an ex- provements. I object seriously to
pansion of summer activities.''
the · way · this was handled,
because comments of individuals
Senator Brian Broad, a were not accepted." .
sophomore who is on the calendar
The committee sent scheduling
study committee, said, "He
<Ellis) said he wanted to get preference forms to each
things settled, but I don't buy educational department in the
that. I smell something funny University to be filled out in order
S-Omewhere." Broad would not. of that department's preferences.
elaborate on his concerns.
"I take very serious issue with
Broad said he thinks the - the complaint that we were not
majority of the Senate agrees concerned with the quality of
with the committee's proposal, education," said Moore. "Therr.
although there is "a vocal are many opinions as to what's
minority in the Senate that still the best calendar in terms of
wants to see the traditional academic quality. The committee tried to come up with a consemester implemented. n
"I think the Senate is confused sensus of the University comabout that report," said munity as to what was the most

"I take very serious issue with the
com-plaint that we were not
concerned with the. quality of
education."

David Ellis

Stereo F.M 100
-AM75

LOVE IS HERE·

S-T

READ THIS ..
AND YOU'LL HEAR THINGS!
Our stations are now
being heard 'by more people
than all the other seacoast
region stations combined.

COME IN AND SEE OUR
COMPLETE LINE OF LOVE
COSMETICS

They're Hearing Things Like

LOVE SHINE-ON
LIP GLOSSER $1.35

flt

p s-s

The Best Music ... American Top-40
Professionally delivered News I
Super Sportsl

CARE PhARMACY

·Lliac.51-53

M11n St . DURHAM NH
Dlot 161·2210

ANDY CAREY
FLOYED WRIGHT
DUNCAN DEWAR
JIM WEST
CHRIS CHANDLER
SUE O'NEILL

T~ay nicht. Nov. 16, 8:00
"Excidng and unuaual
amateur talent from UNH.''

pub
talent
night

Wh.ere .wa P$ on the, dial is shown on top of
the verticar logo to tPle left. --You haven't heard
anything until you give us you~ ear.

•

A Knight Quality Group Station
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II Young's Restaurant
, Launder
I
& Coffee Shop
I

r

I

Center
•
ups prices

.Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner
The Pleasant Place to Dine Anytime

This week's special:

Sixteen new 20-lb. load washers ·
have been installed at the Durham
Launder Center on Main Street for
75¢aload.

One Egg, Hom.e Fries, Toast, Coffee or Tea .

75¢

Owner Ralph Craig said,
"These machines are the best in
the industry. They cost twice as
much as the old machines and
then there's the cost of water,
sewage, gas, electricity, and oil."

(Mon., Nov. 15 through Fri., Nov.19)
~--------------~~------------~

The old machines heid a 12-16 lb.
load and cost 50¢. The new
machines are stainless steel and
ao a reverse wa:sn rur cl~11~1
clothes.

Christmas Workshop
Schedule

Craig said, "If you 're trying to
provide machines that work well
then people will be willing to pay
the price. We could've put in less
expensive machines, but the high
quality of these machines will do a
better job."

Raggedy Ann DollsNov. 16, 1:30 - 2:30 p.m.
NQv. 17, 10:30-11:30 a.m.
Christmas CardsNov. 16, 10:30-11:30.a.m.
Nov. 17, 1:30 - 2:30 p.m.

"We don't intend to increase the
price on our. top-loading machines
that cost 35¢ for a smaller load,"
Craig said.

The Out Back
Main St., Durham

While the Durham Launder
Center has increased the quality
of their machines and the price of
larger loads, the dorm washing
machines on campus still remain
at 25¢ a load, when they work!

UNH BERMUDA GROUP
Open to Students, Faculty & Staff members and their families
Friday,January 7 through Friday,January 14

8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS

It is -going to cost more bucks
to dry your clothes downtown

-125~ a mao to be exact.
(Wayne King photo)

Lot B parking issue
second car being stickered and
stored in A Lot across from the
field house will continue. Visitors
will be restricted to designated
The committee voted to keep visitor parking.
Assistant - The committee decided to get a
the . . Gr~duate
Classification the same. If 8 delegation from residence halls
gra~uate s~udent. has F~C.A to discuss the question of security
(social security) witheld ile will for motorcycles parked on camreceive a Faculty /Staff bumper pus
stic~er and be eligible for_ those
A ·request for two spaces to be
p~rkmg spaces. If FICA is not reserved in the vicinity of Kenwitheld the gra~uate student dall ·Hall for off-campus visitors
maintains his student status and to the electron microscope lab
is restricted to student parking was denied. Visitors will be
referred to metered parking
areas. .
Residents of Forest Park will already available in the vicinity.
be provided twenty-four hour
_
. A request from DWHE for con
parking for one car for personal
use per living space (apartment). _ tmuous, use of F lot near the
vacant spaces will probably be Wome~ s Cente~ was deferred for
used for visitor parking but the lack of mformabon.
committee had not reached a
More widespread publicity of
final decision.
the UNH Policy Manual, parVacant spaces may not be used ticularly concerning proper use
by other than the assigned of parking spaces, was also
residents. The present policy ~fa discussed.
PARKING

cm;1tinued from page 4

ALL INCLUSIVE

8290

Adults

8210

Childrenunder12

No service charge
·Fri: & Sat.

S3 International tax & 83 Bermuda Airport tax

Nov. 12 & 13

s:30 &8:30

"SILENT MOV~E"
~NCLUDES:

Sun. &Mon.

*Roundtrip Jet from Boston to Hermuda via American
Airlines
*8 days and 7 nights at the beautiful Reefs Hotel in
Southampton
_
The Reefs is ~ small, intimate hotel set into a cliff overlooking its own secluded south shore beach. All rooms
are clibana style. The Reefs is adjacent to the Bermuda
bus system stop. Accomodations are 3 to a room.
Doubles on request.
*Full Breakfast and Dinner each day
*Daily service charge and Government tax
*Taxi from Bermuda Airport to The Reefs and return
*Swizzle party and entertainment
Book today. Reservations are on a first come first s..erved basis.

Nov.14&15

6:30&8:40 "

David Bowie
"THE MAN WHO
FELL TO EARTH"

SKYDIVING
Special Offer
Rochester Parachute Club-·
will he open on T~ursdays
$35.00 first jump
Thursdays

825 deposit required by November 19
Full p~yment required by December 1
For reservations call
Joyce, Mona, Patti, Diane or Kathie at 7 42-5122

Students Only
$40.00 weekends

Classes begin at 11:00 a.m.
Rochester Airport

DOVER TRAVEL SERVICE
Dover Point Road, Dover (opposite new Stat~ Liquor store)

Rt. 16

Rochester, N.H.

332-0829
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Five candidates run
for student election

Graduate
students
STUDENTS
continued from page 1

sit on the Graduate Council along
with ten faculty members and
two administrat<>rs to discuss
· issues concerning the Graduate
School.
According to Dr. Kenneth
Freer, assistant to the Dean of
the Graduate School, ther~ is no
central organization that
represents the more than 1,000
· graduate students at UNH.
"The basic rationale is to
develop an organization that can
coordinate the representatives on
the Graduate Council and the
University Senate," said Freer.
According to Freer there were
committees in the University that
wanted a graduate student
representative t>ut could not find
a specific organization to approach.
.,'There was an opening on the
Parking Committee for a
graduate student representative
but nobody let the students know
of the opening,'' said Chagnon.
At a meeting in September the
graduate students formed a
Graduate Student Welfare Committee as an interim body with
appointed members to develop ·
and coordinate graduate student
participation in University affairs .
To come into being the graduate
student government has to gain
. recognition and support of the
Graduate School and, the
graduate
students.
"The
graduate student body will show
its support through the direct
student
elections,"
said
Chagnon.
,
"The Graduate Cotlncil
recognizes the Graduate Student
Welfare Committee as a temporary body to coordinate
grad:iate student affairs," said
Chagnon.
Chagnon says he feels "some
misgivings because the members
weren't elected.

ELECTIONS
continued from page 3

agnon
"We hope to have direct these changes," said Steve
student elections next semester,'' Sayewich , member of the
said Chagnon, chairman of the Welfare Committee. "For examGraduate Student Welfare Com- pie, they don't know what kind of
mittee. "One idea is to hold them financial aid is available to
during registration.
them."
"I .think a good way to apAccording to ' Sayewich, a
proach this new government is to graduate student handbook
have a president and an would inform the graduate
executive committee. The mem- students of their rights and where
bers of the committee will also be they can bring their grievances.
"We have the endorsement of
representatives on other committees," said Chagnon.. "The the Graduate School and now we
Welfare Committee will be trans- . want to get more support from
posed into this new governing the graduate student body,'' said
structure.
zammit, secretary of the Welfare
As for academic policy Committee.
"We are looking for wide range
making, "The members of the
government will serve on com- .of input from anybody in the
mittees such as the Graduate ·college community who can give
Council, the University Senate support or help," said Chagnon
and the University-wide commitAccording to Chagnon, the
tees that work for the benefit of Welfare Committee is soliciting
the college community," he said. information from the University
Chagnon said among the goals of Maine, Dartmouth College,
of the government are a graduate University of Rhode Island ,
student newsletter and the Boston University Boston College
publication of a graduate student and tne University of Wtsconsin
handbook.
to see if they have any kind of
"Changes take place and the graduate student government
graduate students don't hear of and how it is orgaqiz,d;r

F

Being accessible to students is an
,important quality for a student
body president and I want to
show students that I'm anxious to
meet with them and hear their
views. "
Crowley is a junior political
science major. He sees the
present pass-fail system and the
plans to change the calendar as
"insane."
"The best student government
is one that has the respect of
·many students," said Crowley.
Cowley pledges to- do his best to
"bring about and later to serve
that kind of government" if elec~
teo.
Jim O'Neill is presently the
chairman of the Student Caucus.
The second semester junior has
the advantage of the backing of a
, lot of people in the Student
Government.
"There is a need for positive
, student leadership and I : think
,· that I can provide that leader. ship,'' said O'Neill. O'Neill sees a
rack of communication as a
major problem at the Unviersity.
He says the Student Government
"deals with the faculty and the
. administration, but we don't deal
with trust. We have to talk
more," said O'Neill.
0 'Neill said there is a need for
stuaents to l:>e maoe aware of
what is going on. This would be
implemented through newsletters and public hearings.
"I don't have the liberty to
campaign as extensively as my
'opponents," said O'Neill. "I can't
compromise on my position as
caucus chairman."
Tonv Leoca is the fifth candidate vying for the position. He
has worked for Student Government as senate representative .
for Stoke Hall for one and a half
. years~ The candidate is a broth~r

at SAE and a communications
major.
''I have strong beliefs in what is
going on around here." said
Leoca. Leoca said that a strong
leader is needed to stand up to the
administration.
" A leader \l,:ho instead of
wamng for policies to be passed
· and then protesting, should tell
the administration what he wants
·at the beginning ," explained
Leocha .
· Leocha is opposed to the calendar change. and the present
parking situation. He is in -ravor
of collective bargaining between
·the faculty and t_he ad- ministration.
·-~To make changes, ' ' said
Leocha , "you have to start at the
·top. "
The upcoming election is being
organized by members of the
. Student Judiciary Board according to Cindy Natalie, the election coordinator: Besides student
· body president, students will be
voting for senators from their
: areas. All but one of the senate
seats are uncontested.
· The election will be held on
Tuesday and Wedi;iesday Nov. 16
and 17. PoHing places will be set
up in the Memorial Union
Building, Dimond Library. Bar. ton Hall <at Thomson School> and
the three dining halls.
The polls will be open from 10 to
4 in the MUB _and the Library.
The schedule in the dining halls is
11 to 1 and 4 to 5, The poll at Barton Hall will be open from 10 to 2.
Natalie is hoping for a voter
turnout of at least 50 percent.
"If no candidate receives a
.majority vote we will have to hold
a .run-off between the two vote
getters," said Natalie.
Students at UNH have more
1 than adeouate field of candidates
to choose from. The important
thing now is to get a good turnout
at the polls.
1

~

GRAND OPENING

M-USO presents:

IDEAL
FOOD STORE

SURGERY.OF THE BRAIN

(formerly Newsky's)
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7 a.m. - 11 p.m.

A lecture &film
presentation·by

Dr. Donald H. Wilson
. .. assistant professor of neurosurgery at the

COME IN AND REGISTER

.

.

·Mary Hitchcock.;,Dartmouth Clinic, Hanover

FOR A FREE J&B
10 SPEED BICYCLE
& OTHER PRIZES

IDEAL FOOD STORE

Dr. Wilson will discuss the techni_que of splitting the brain to treat
acute epilepsy.

7 Madbury R-0ad
Durham,.- N~H.

GRAND OPENING

-Tues. Nov. 16

8:00pJn.

Straffor~

Rm., MUB

Admission - free
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Thanksgiving is alniost here
Find a ride in the classifieds
Come to 151 of the MUB
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WINTERIM ABROAD
Jan. '77

Lobbying
.

LOBBYING
Conti·nued from page 1

·lobby concerning legislation that'
effects the system and the

~?~~:· ;~d t~~tif!ta~f~r~Jii:

K,'v"o~~e ~~.{.i ';.1:t1:r,;:/1~

· representatives from their home

1districts."
· Mekelatos, a senior elementary'. . The group is anxious to
education major, nas IJeen in- .establish contact with the govervolved in school politics for much :nor's mansion next semester and
of her four years here. In addition notwithstanding past relations
to her term as chairman of the between UNH and Gov. Meldrim
Student Caucus, - she was a 1Thomson,Mekelatosis optimistic
senator for · Williamson in her about success there too.
sophomore year, and for ' Previous meetings with state
.sororities in her junior year. The -legislators have been successful
other founders, Greg Cope, Greg ·and with the support of both /
Scott, and Art Lafionatis are also .Student Government and. adexperienced in University ministration, Mekelatos said she
politics.
·feels her enthusiasm is justified.
Although the group is small
The group is. open for "anyone
now~ekelatos is optimistic about ·who wants to take an a.ctive inits future. "We are already a · terest in the welfare of the
recognized student organization, . University System and its
·and hope to -attract a lot of students," said Mekelatos There
students this semester. This is . will be a meeting for interested
something students should g~t students sometime in the next
involved in. Many other univer- .two weeks. The exact time and
sities
h~ve
lobbying · location will be -posted in the
organizations of this sort, and Notices section of The New
someofthemareveryeffective," Hampshire. 'In the meantime,
she said.
DebbieMekelatoscan be reached
The purpose of the group, she at Alpha Chi Omega sorOrity, or
said, is threefold. "We ·plan to .by calling 862~1945.

INDEPENDENT STUDY:

I

Mi
J!fij

I

Practicum in living language
SPAN. 491.777G

3 Credits

January 2 - 24

After completing orientation sessions on the PSC campus, the student
will spend 21 days in Madrid,·Spain with the Academic -Study Abroad
Program. While living with a Spanish family or in a student hotel, the
student will attend language and civilization classes and visit sites of
cultural interest in Madrid and its environs. The student will submit a
written report tl!_ Mrs. Garlitz hy March 18, 1977.

LIVE & STUDY IN MADRID!
FEE: $695, Plus tuition and applicable registration fee.
The tour price of $695 includes round-trip jet air transportation from New York to Madrid; room and board
for three weeks; tours; tickets to museums. etc.
PREREQUISITE: Span. 101-102 Beginning Spanish,
equivalent high school Spanish or experience . Please
contact Mrs. Virginia Garlitz, Foreign Language Dept., ·
Plymouth State College, Plymouth, N.H. 03264 or call
536· 1550 for further details, application .forms and
deadline information .
RESIDENTS OF N.H. - .
Instructor - Mrs. Garlitz
Tuition: $35/credit hour
Registration Fee: $5

I
~rn

PlyMouTH STATE CollEGE
Plymouth, New Hampshire 03264

NON-RESIDENTS OF N.H. Tuition: $50/credit hour
Registration Fee: $10

:~:!~;
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You Can Still Vote
in the

PRESIDENTIAL ELECfION!

(for student body president, that is)

Tues. and Wed.
November 16 & 17
MUB 10-4
Library 10 - 4
Barton Hall 10 - 2
Dining Halls 11 - 1, 4 - 6
List~n

to the candidates debate
on WUNH, Mon. Nov. 16 at 8:00

If no candidate gets a majority of the vote, a
runoff election between the two candidates
with the most votes will be held next week.

·
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editorial----'Debate '76' good for candidates and students
.

..

The "Debate '76'( scheduled for Monday night
between the five candidates for Student ··Body
President is an excellent opportunity for the UNH
student body.
It allows first-hand observation of the candidates under fire. It allows vo.ters to hear for
themselves what each candidate would do in a
specific situation or do with a specific issue.
This year's student body presidential election is
the most important to happen here in a number of
years.
There are two reasons. First, studenttadminist~ation relations are at a critical stage. The
recent student pressure culminated by last month's
student deinondr::atian ::allowed s;h1dents; tn make

gains in commui;tlcating with administration and
participating in decision-making.
The follow-up to that is crucial. The person you
elect next week will be responsible for that follow-

up. He or she will be responsible to make sure
previous efforts are not wasted.
Secondly, this is a budget year for the University. Our next Student Body President will have to
make student wishes known in· Concord in an effective and responsible manner.
It is important that voters know how each candidate plans to handle that important and difficult situation.
Their views on the sp_ecific issues - !Jass/ fail,
parking, 24-hour visitation, Counseling; and
Testing, calendar, housing, Student Governmen t
effectiveness -- will be aired.
Last year approximately 34 per cent of the
students at UNH voted for Student Body
President. This year there . should be more. All
students should realize that they are directly affec.:..
ted by who their leader is.

Voting is easy. If you live· on .campus, just do it
when you go to eat a meal. It only takes three or .
four. minutes. If you- are a commuter, find some
,time to get to the MUB. Many commuters are
there, anyway. And everyone has two days to
vote.
Students need not attend the forum to gather its
information. It will be carried live on WUNH-FM . .
For those who cannot attend and do not have an
. FM radi<;>, the Student Video Tape Organization is
taping the forum and will broadcast it continually
at all the polling stations._·~
Pay attention to what happens at Debate '76
Monday evening between 8 and 10 p.m. As
students, you are paying a lot of doHars to be ·
here. Exercise what control you do have over
those dollars. l3ut more importantly, exercise the
control you do have over your education and
your years of life here.

November now a football month .at UNH
Come November, cries of "Let's Go Blue" and a
rhythmic cowbell accompanied by clapping fill the
air at UNH sporting events.
However, the scene was always a pulsating
Snh~y Arena, not Cowell Stadium. The sport ·
was hockey, not football.
.
. ,
Up until last year, UNH was known as a hockey
school, period. Football was Homecoming, and
maybe something to do on Saturday afternoons
when it was too cold to go to the beach or too blah
for a Sa t':1rday afternoon keg.
But things changed last fall. Wonder of
wonders, the football team won and continued to
win. October rolled around and people we"re not
talking Cox, Hislop, Raeder and getting past the
first round 9f the E_!=ACs.
Instead, it was Bun{°ham, Allen, Pope and
Yankee Conference championship. And, unbelievable to longtime UNH sports fans, it happened, at a UNH-UMass conference head-to-head
showdown that was one of the most exciting sporting events that ever happened here.
And it was a wonder, considering the handicaps
the football team worked against. Most notably,
many influential people were talking about cutting
out, like Vermont did, a costly and lightly-

at West Chester, Pa. and see Bill Burnham crawf
off the field with tears in his eyes from bad ankles
was painful. Or seeing Lee Pope weave a continuous "S" off the field after taking a shot in the
head. Or watching Frank Mucci slumped on the
bench, ice pack on top of a head that suffered a
concussion_. Or seeing Paul Jarry l~ap into the ~ir

1t will be so much tougher than last year. Away
game, injuries, Minutemen out for blood to ·gam
revenge for last year. So much tougher.
But the football team is tough -- mentally, not
just physically. And that is important to everyone
in whatever you do, be it sports, music, math or
writing.

successful season, that talk may well have become
a reality.
.
The handicaps were there this season, too. It is
verv hard to reoeat as champions. No one realized
_it more than the players. They were determined in
August to go all the way again and now they are
one game away from doing it.
It has been agonizing. To stand on the sidelines

the
n~w
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letters--Clarification
To the Editor:
After reading the article appearing
in The New Hampshire on Tuesday,
November 9, entitled "Closing of
Counseling Center is discussed at
Student Caucus," the Student Committee reviewing Mr. Stevens' proposal
finds it necessary to clarify an apparent point of great misunderstanding.
_.
The presentation at the Student
Caucus meeting on Sunday, November
7, was only a discussion of Mr. Stevens'
~roposa1 ana his argume~ts in favor of

the prop0sed changes at the Counseling and Testing Center. In no way
was this presentation intended to
reflect the sentiments Of the Student
Committee.
When Mr. Stevens' proposal was explained- and paraphrased by Jack
Calhoun, we in no way expected to see
it written up as a direct quote from
Calhoun or as his argument in
representing this committee. We
would like to stress that we are a
STUDENT committee. We have
chosen to remain neutral on the
proposed change until we have heard
all of the arguments in favor of the
proposal and _a_gaii:ist it.

About Letters

_

The New Hampshfri. accepts all responsible letters to the editor and
prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter. .
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a .maximum of 500 words in
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions on
letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial
\....Union Building, UNH! Durham, N.H. 03824.
. ~
.
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It i.s with this idea in mind that tne
Student Committee will.hold two open
hearings next week. At the hearing on
Monday, November lS, we will attempt
to present all of the arguments for
and agamst the proposal, and attempt
to answer any questions that may be
raised. The meeting on Thursday,
November 18 is for students to respond
to the arguments for and against the
proposal. It is requested that any of
the students wishing to .testify in
response to the arguments prepare a
written text or outline of their
remarks, so that the committee can
use them for references in their
deliberations.
There is a great deal of work to be
done by .the Student committee, and
any cooperation we receive would be
most appreciated. We hope to have a
report by the end of November and at
that time we will make our recommendations public.
Scott Stevens
Jennifer Ford
Donna Demski
Jodi Griffin
Debra Combs
Jack Calhoun
Student Committee for Counseling
and Health Services

Poll
To the Editor:

In a recent "Alexander Mudcat"
poll it was revealed that 95 per cent of
the students at UNH eat ice cream.
The survey indicated that high
amounts of ice cream and moderate
amounts of sherbert are consumed
daily.
Editor Pat Gray stated, "The poll
shows that a lot of eating goes on at
UNH. Ice cream eating is one social
custom that will remain forever."
Student attitudes toward ice cream
reveal some startling facts:
-15 per cent of the students eat
three or more cones per day,
-76 per cent of thoses surveyed
believe there is not enough ice
cream eating in the residence halls,
-87 per cent of those surveyed
believe ice cream eating is related
to property damage, arguments and
sexual
aggressiveness,
-59 percent believe ice creaµi is cold
and has something to do with a cow,
-61 per cent eat ice cream because
there is nothing else to do,
-49 per cent eat ice cream to be
sociable,
-53 per cent mix ice cream with
toppings, and
-13·per cent eat ice cream alone in
their rooms.
The results of this survey are indeed
shocking. At one time in the mid 60s
Durham was relatively "''warm" but
with the addition of Weeks' to the
Dairy Bar and now the opening of the
MUB 'sown Pistachios, we feel it is our
obligation to report the facts. What is
even more distilrbing is the fact that
the University's own dining halls serve
hard and soft varieties of ice cream
regularly.
Since it is well documented that ice
cream, besides contributing to
obesity, is a major social malaise, we
advocate that the Office of Student Affairs take im mediate steps to curb its
proliferation.
The Alexander Mudcan
Pat Gray
Dave Mark
John Wardrop
Charlie Dancause

Student Government election
To the Editor:
What's being done in Student Government? I fi!'ld this a big question in my
campaign. How open is our student
government with the student body? I
feel Student Government isn't .open
enough and aware of what the administration is doing. Thus, I have been
prompted to run for the office of Student
Body President. I hope that now I may
share some of the things I am concerned about.

The administration of UNH makes
decisions on the budget without student
in .put. They withdrew their support of
24-hour visitation without consulting the
students or explaining their reasons.
They have failed to deal adequately
with the parking problem or adequately
administer and provide Kari-van service. They want 'to abolish the. Counseling and Testing Center and health
services despite the valuable service it
provides to the students. They changed
the registration process without consulting the students thus leading to
large registration lines, and they have
given the students many other inconveniences.
·
The present Student Government
has allowed the administration to do
this by not pressing them for infor-

mation. Also, they haven't held the
administration accountable for its actions; thus allowing these decisions to
take place. They haven't developed
adequate open lines of communication
with the students. They have not consulted the student body or allowed
them to have input in the decisions
that Student Government have made.
Most important. thev have failed to
take any action on issues such as
academic calendar, pass/fail, and
parking until immediately before the
student body presidential elections.
I'm fed up with all this and feel it is
the responsibility of Student Government to come back to the students
with the issues and represent student
attitudes to the administration,
trustees, anc,i state officials before a
decision is made. If elected, I will
bring the issues before you for your
responses and will always be held accountable to you.
We are the students payi~g for an
education; we should have a strong
say in what goes on at UNH.
Briand Wade
To the Editor:
As Student Senators from Area II,
we would like to express our full support of Jim O'Neil in the upcoming
Student Body Presidentra1 election.
Having been a member of the Student Caucus for a year and a half, and
having served as its chairm1m, Jim
has demonstrated a keen ability to
deal effectively with the administration and faculty. Jim's desire
to listen and his strivjng to be wellinformed has made him an effective
spoke8man for student causes and
needed change. We think these same
qualities will make Jim O'Neil an outstanding Student Body President.
/

Ken Cossingham
R.J. Waldman
Dick Morrisette

To the Editor:
On Nov. 16 and 17 we will be voting
far our representatives in Student
Government. These people will have
!-he responsibilitv for particip~ting in
important decisfon making over such
issues as the calendar set up for
following years and the pass-fail
grading system.
In the past years voter tlirn-out has
been well below 50 per cent. Voter
apathy does affect all students. <Who
c~res, you ask? h If more students
demonstrate their concern and interest by participating in the eledion,
then Student Government will be better able to represent our interests.
Without our strong support Student
Government carries liftle weight with
the administration. Student Government needs our support, so please get
out and vote on Nov. 16 and 17.
Cynthia Natale
Elections Co-ordinator
To the Editor:
In view of his present platform and
past experience of both business and
student government we endorse Jim
O'Neil as a candidate for student body
president.
We feel he displays the most po~ential
to fight for and work with students. He
will address the current issues, which
are of grave concern to the student
community, and deal with them in a
positive manner that would lead to constructive change benefiting the entire
student body.
For these reasons we urge all those
concerned with the · future of the
University as a learning environment to
vote on Nov. 16and17 for Jim O'Neil.
· Ronda Flashen
SCOPE.President
Steve Canavan
SCOPE Security Chairman
Dave Clements
SCOPE Secretary (Treasurer
To the Editor:
In the past year, policies have been
adopted in pass-fail, parking, the
calendar, 24 hour visitation and in
other areas that are clearly not in the
best interest of students. This has
caused student disillusion with
11111:::.t:m scuaeut government. Apathy
has set in. A change in leadershio is
needed if student is to be served
once again.
A vote for Jim O'Neil is not..a vote
for change. He is part of the same
student government that has allowed
unpopular policy changes to occur that
are harming all of us.
So far, the campaign is an instaflt
replay of last year's. Mr O'Neil, as witnessed bv endor~ements in the last
issue of The New Hampshire is
counting on the support of the present
· student government in order to win.
How representative is this group of
present student feelings'? It'<; the same
old story, the face of leadership
changes, but the policies remain. By
looking at the record of student government in the past year, should we be
satisfied with present policies'?
A vote for Tony Leocha would be a
vote for policy change.
Leocha has had experience in
student government. While a student
senator, however, Tony managed to
- remain an individual, apart from the

cliquishness of:. student government.
Tony Leocha, while a senator, was
outspoken at times. He did not always
agree with the majority. Tony Leocha
voted against last year's pass-fail
change. Can Jim O'Neil make that
C'laim'? While maintaining his individuality, Leocha got to know the system.
He, like Mr. O' Neil, can speak to most
administrators on a fifst name basis.
It is important to have a Student Body
President who knows the system and
can work within it, without bec1tming
manioolated bv it
·
If you are ·disillusioned with 'the
present .leadership qualities of Student
Government, if you want re.al policy
change, if you want out-spoken leadership, and especially . if you weren't
planning to vote, then vote for Tony
Leocha for Student Body President on
Nov. 16-17.
Frank Toto
Stoke307

To the Editor:
The New Hampshire ought, not to
be so surprised that the University
Senate chose last Monday to discuss the
Calendar Study Committee's report
with such thoroughness. That is what
the Senate is for. The Senate would hardlv be acting responsibly were it to enrlorse the Committee's recommendationwithout careflll scrutiny, regardl~ss of how hard the Committee may
have worked.
As a member of tb~. JlrlJ.!sic Department faculty. I hope the Senate will
reject the Committee's proposal. I cannot understand why the Committee endorsed the Modified Early Semester
· Calendar when such a substantial portion of the faculty so vehemently opposed · it. My own department
unanimously ·deemed the plan -totally
unacceptable. Our schedules of classes,
lessons, and r_ch~rsals. now arranged
at finely-tuned times after years of experiment, would be utterly disrupted.
The same thing will happen to language
courses and lab sciences if the Committee's ruinous perversion of the clock is
permitted to go through.
The New Hampshire's editorial, in
one-third of a page of rebuking the
Senate for doing its job. states that
"most students favor th~ Early
Modified Semester Plan over the other
alternatives." Not once in the editorial
are any reasons put forward---the
students' or anybody else 's-for why
the Early Modified Semester would be
beneficial.
In two years' experience with the
present calendar I have come to support it wholeheartedly. It seems to me
to have fewer drawbacks than anv
other possible calendar. and a large
majority, perhaps 80 per cent . of the
other colleges and universities in
America appear to agree. What. then.
has been the pressure for UNH to
change? I have heard two complaints
voiced from outside the University and
would like to dispose of them here.
The first says that the New Ham~_hire taxpayers don't like the idea of
the faculty being paid for six weeks
when they don't work. The second says
that parents don't like having their-kids
under foot during the January break.
As a hard-working scholar. r.esearcher and artist whose ~on-University
time is slender at best when c1asses ·are
in .session, I resent the implication that
the January semester break is a
"vacation." In 12 years of full-time
teaching and research I have been
lucky to spare one week out of every 52
ior a real vacation, and I need that
January break for my own work. not
play . Not to mention course
preparations for the spring semester!

As for the kids being under foot. that
To the Edi tor: .
· argument strikes me as patently phony. ·
My name is Jane Flythe, I'm a
It's a problem for families. not the
sophomore, a prospective political
University. to solve--if indeed it is a
science major and I'm running for the problem. If parents want their kids
position of student senator in Area II.
away at UNH for longer periods. let
As I see it one of the more serious
them beat on the legislature for more
problems•facing students on this cam- money so that the University can have
pus is a lack of communication not
longer semesters-- perhaps 18-week
only between Student Government and semesters like most places used to
the Administration but between have. instead of 14-week semesters.
students and their representatives.
That means paying the faculty more.
Student Government has done a com- among other things. You can't have it
mendable job this semester in both wavs.
bringing our complaints to the attenBut the proposed calendar change is
tion of the administration. Yet it's eC~ certainly the most monstrous wav of
fectiveness is limited unless it has the dealing with these so-called problems.
support of an interested and well in- Do most students really want it?
formed student body.
Frankly. I don't believe it. Do they
I feel it's particularly important that know
why
they
want
it?
we have a greater exchange of ideas
between students and senators. that
MarkDeVoto
students understand what's happening
Associate Professor of Music
with the . calendar and the pass-fail
system, and that they be at least
familiar with some Qf the other issues
affecting their lives here.
If I accomplish anything · as a
student senator, I hope it will be with To The Editor:
On Halloween night. the members of
the knowledge and support of the
Angel Flight and· the Arnold Air
people in my area.
I'm asking for the votes of Area II Societv went door to door in the dorresidents dnd for greater. participation mitories.Trick-or-Treating for Unicef.
campus wide in the elctions on Nov. 16 The response was tremendous.
and 17 than we have had in past year. Students emptied their pockets. their
Student Government cannot function wallets. and their penny jars to support the cause. Their efforts resulted
as a private organization. If we don't
vote how can our representatives in a collection of $:m3.5:t
We would like to thank evervone for
possibly know our concerns? Please
get out on the 16th and 17th, and make their donations. whatever the amount !-'
The money is greatly appreciated . and
yourselves heard.
it's nice to know that vou carP.
·
Angel Flight
JaneFlyth
Arnold Air Society
Huddleston

Halloween

Inmates seek

correspondenc~

To the Editor:
I am an inmate here at Attica Prison,
and would like to correspond with a
college age girl, as life here at Attica
Prison is very lonely.
I'm 'l7, have Black hair. Brown eyes
·and .am very lonely. Please write to
Ronald Murphy, 75A-2067. P.O. Box 149,
Attica, New York. 14011. Once again I'd
like to thank you.
Ronald Murphy - 75A-2067
P.O. Box 149
Attica New York 14011

To the Edi tor:
I am incarct'rated in prison and
would like to. correspond with college
students. I will answer all letters as
quickly as possible. Write soon. please.
Thank you.
Robert ·Edward Strozier
Southern Ohio Correctional Facility .
131-502 .
PO Box i87
Lucansville. Ohio 45648
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The course will examine the major works of one of the
world's greatest writers.The most productive critical concepts
and the most provocative psychological and philosophical
insights will be discussed. In addition, the student will be
given- the opportunity to respond to some problems through
short written exercises. The film versions of at least two works
will be viewed and disCiussed .
FRENCH 516 FRENCH CONVERSATION
Read ings from currenT French periodicals and from
material illustrating various a~pects of contemporary France.
Emphasis on increasing oral skills through class discussions
and reports. Not for major credit. Prerequisite: French 513 or
grade of B or better in French 504.
SPANISH795 & 796 R26 SPANISH FOR GRADUATES

ENGLISH 533 INTRODUCTION TO FILM
Film: history, technique and social relevance; as an art
form. Comparison of film to drama and the novel. Showing
and examination of works by such film makers as Bergman,
Fellini. Truffaut, Kurosawa, Hitchock and Welles. Emphasis will
be on critical analysis, with special attention to elements
most characteristic of each director's work. We'll see both
foreign and American films, but mostly the latter. Frequent
short papers. Lectures will be to the full class (around 200),
with opportunity for further small group discussions.
Prerequisite: a genuine interest in learnin~;f more about film .
TR6-8 p.m.
Murk land 110

I

Offered by the Spanish section of the Department of Ancient and Modern Languages and Literatures.
This course will prepare you well for the Princeton ETS
Examination.
It may even fulfill your fo~eign language requirement.
Some departments, such as English and History, will accept a ·
passing grade in this course in place of the exam.
Any graduate student may enroll - no prior knowledge of
Spanish is required .
Class schedule is tailored to the other disciplinary needs
(literature, history, psychology, social services. etc.) of the
graduate students.
Monday through Friday; 12-1_; Murkland Hall; Semester II,
1977.
Pre-register for both 795 and 796, R26 course reference
numbers: 1336 and 1339.
A summary of basic grammar essential to a reading
knowledge of the language, accompanied by readings of
increasing difficulty selected from both the general literature
and each studenfs chosen field of specialization. Formerly a
two semester sequence, both courses are now offered
during Semester II. for total of 4 credits. NO partial credit is
granted.
.
A survey of most graduate programs on campus has indicated general support for such a course. Graduate
students should speak with their graduate advisors to confirm
whether or not this course can be used as an alternative to
completing the foreign language requirement for their pat.!
ticular programs.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Professor William Forbes or Helen Evans
Spanish Section
Ancient and Modern Languages and Literatures
Murkla.nd Hall. room 209
862-1218
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The historical backgrounc
brief description of the car
northern Ireland will be foll
religious, political, and ecor
Anglo-Norman conquest in t
Emrihosis will be out or
historically and t.he struggle
the nineteenth and twentietr
Professor Jones
HISTORY 596 EXPLORATIONS

GEOGRAPHY 540 GEOGRAPHY OF THE MIDDLE EAST
We have been forced. in recent years, to recognize the
many ways in which our lives can be profoundly affected by
developments in the Middle East. At the very least. the con. tinuing .Arab-Israeli conflict poses a threat to world peace,
and the American economy is becoming increasingly
dependent on the Middle Eastern oil supplies. Nevertheless,
this vitally important region is at best poorly understood.
Many of our opinions - and who doesn't have something to.
say about the Middle East? - are often formed on the basis of
scanty knowledge. This course will introduce the Middle East
and its problems and prospects from a geographical perspective. After examining the ecological, cultural,
economic and political-geographical foundation and
characteristics of the region. a variety of topics will be
studied in some depth: the Arab-Israeli conflict, oil,
population growth and family planning practices, the
traditional Arab city and urbanization, village life and spatial
patterns of nomadism, national integration and the problem
of Lebanon, -economic development, Arab unity. and the
status of women in Arab society. Time permitting, curiousity
about the mysteries of the Arabic language will be satisfied
in."one easy lesson". and our· appetites tantalized by an introduction to Middle Eastern food. Throughout the course.
slides and maps will be used for illustrative purposes. 4
credits.
MWF 10-11
Alasdair Drysdale

HISTORY
HISTORY 401SECTIONS1& 2 MODULES:

· An investigation of the relationship between madness and
creativity in modern literature written by women . We shall
discuss both literature which has female madness as its subject and literature written by women who themselves experienced mental breakdowns. We shall read Gilmon's The
Yellow Wallpaper, Chopin's The Awakening, Ross_ner's Nine
Months in the Life of an Old Maid, Plath's The Bell Jar,
Woolf's Mrs. Dalloway, Atwood's Surfacing, short stories· by
Lessing, Oates. and O'Connor, poems by Plath. Sexton, Jong,
Rich,-Levertov, and Phyllis Chesler's Women and Madness for
background information. Two short essays and a final exam.
MWF 11-12. HS 18
Mrs. Kennard

LOYALISTS IN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Because of their trad itional position outside the main
currents of their time and culture, nineteenth-century
American women writers began to develop a uniquely
criti~~ perspecti~f t~om· which to ca~~ur~ ~ tsion of t~~ir

DEATH AND LIFE IN IRELAND

GEOGRAPHY

ENGLISH 524 WOMEN AND LITERATURE: CRAZY LADIES

ENGLISH 798 SPECIAL STUDIES IN LITERATURE: AMERICAN
WOMEN WRITE.RS AND THE · PERSPECTIVES OF SOCIAL
CRITICISM, 1830-1976.

:·:·:::

Mr. Nicoloff

America. the Middle East. 9
move on to consider the so
modern U.S. diptomacy anc
more in sympathy with our fc
Professor Long

The lectures and reading will focus on the following
questions: The nature of Loyalism . Who were the Layo.lists?
What was their role in opposition to the Revolution? Treatment
of the Loyalists by their contemporaries and by later
historians
·
Professor Gilmore

Section 1 "The City in History'
• The purpose of this cours
philosophical and cultural r:
tempt to follow a rigidly
detailed study of internal p
ments, or go into urban prot
be on such things as the <
qualifications for a great c
city--the "townscape," and
cities will include ancient Atl
and the Berlin of the 1920s.
Professo"r James
Section 2
Professor Broderick of the
teach a course on Constituti<

Section 3 "Introduction to Ne
· This course is designed tc
Hampshire's past through a
state's popul.ation, politic:
evolution. and· re!igious his·
broad chronologioal frame'
New Hampshire within a v
Hampshire's development
national movements. Finall1
Hampshire's changing self in
Mr. StuartWallace

HISTORY 797 PORTUGAL AND

The history of Portugal fror
medieval kingdom to the e
the saga of four centuries of •
spices in India, Christians ir
and sugar in Brazil and sla,ve
Professor Kiernan

HUMAI

ESPIONAGE IN HISTORY
An introduction to an historical perspective upon the field
of intelligence. Emphasis upon espionage in the West since
1500, with case studies on particular incidents where intelligence work played a key role in defense. foreign affairs
and politics. Among the case studies will be Pearl Harbor. the
Cuban Missie crisis, British counter-espionage in WorldWar II,
and the CIA and Watergate. A key question to be discussed
during the module will be: Can the work of intelligence
organizations be reconciled with democratic freedoms?
Professor Wheeler

~~~~e~~~ft~:s~o~n~bJ'de~~ ~~o~gpre~s~~. ~e~tii~~g ~

HISTORY 506-01 2oth CENTURY AFRO-AMERlCAN HISTORY

literary language which grappled with otherwise
unacknowledged social problems and dared to resist the
various niceties and social si,lences of their day. Following this
inheritance into contemporary, -20th century women's
writing, the course will examine not only women's various
contemporary literary voices, but their initiation of the new

The experiences, aspirations and contributions of black
Americans from 1900 to the present crisis in race relations.
Major attention will be paid to the civil rights movement and
competing strategies and ideologies,.!. to urbanization and its
attendant gains and losses, and to the dominont changes

HUMANITIES 401
A muttttopic course. The ser
periods. 5-6 modules will be
must receive grades in 3 m0<
to receive credit for the cou1
course as HumElnities 401. At
their 3 modules. AU classes wi
3:30. All of these days shat
semester, although students'
in any given period. Prefere
and sophomores. For furthE
Judith St Lawrence, Dean's O
John Kyser, Political Scien1
Microbe?"
Robert Hapgood, English - "H,
Francis Broderick, Visiting Pre

I ~r~~~:t!~{~Efu~Jf:~l~:~~~~i?}i~~fi~~[ ::f::::::~~~::::::~::c::::::E:::::g::::: ~G~5~~),R~~j~ff~p~~fi~r~,
M

:;:?;:

~;

Il~l

~~l
~%.

Plath's The Bell Jar, Tillie Olsen's Tell Me a Riddle, Erica Jong's
Fear of Flying, and other novels; Kate Millett's Sexual Politics
and Flying; selected short stories and poetry by various
't
d
1
ted r 1
th t
~~~~f~t~~tic~::,c ar tees on e heory and practice of
TR 2-3:30
Mr·s. Kolodny

OR OVERSIMPLIFICATION?
This module will first offer a short analysis of post-World War
II U.S. foreign relations, organized topically-American
diplomacy in re the Soviet Union. China and Korea.
Southeast Asia (especiolly Vietnam and Cambodia). Latin

eorge omoser, olitical Sc
dinary Life"
Judith St Lawrence, Philosoph
John Edwards. Speech & Drar
Grover Marshall. Ancient& tv
- "Rebellious Sons, Rebellious
William Chesboro, Microbial<
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NING COUNCIL

SOCIOLOGY

TS

SOCIOLOGY 796 R13 MATHEMATICAL SOCIOLOGY WITH
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

ES FOR SPRING 1977

1

aran Africa. We then
1w Left" assault upon
erattack of historians

sent "Ulster crisis." A
sectarian conflict in
e investigation of its
's from the time of the
entury to the present.
!i relatlur1s viewed
:itional liberation''. in

uss "the city from a
. There will be no at:al • format, make a
economic develop- .
Jd, the emphasis will
Jman institution, the
:>ical character of a
>ianism. The specific
ris of Gertrude Stein,

>f Massachusetts will

e History"
t-he students to New
Jenera! themes. The
elations, economic
examined withrn a
ou rse wHI not place
t will examine New
with regional and
;e wtll look at New

IAN EMPIRE

tion of a Crusading
Napoleon's troops;
oansion questing for
~ms- in Ceylon, gold

ded into 3 five week
:h period. A student
Jch period, in order
> witl register for the
3ting they will select
~r MW 2-3:30 or TR 2open during the
1ss on only two days
, given to freshmen
)n, please contact
nd, 2-2062.
's Origin: God or

Play" ·
ry - "Law & Justice",

erennial Myster"
:e, Superstit1on and

ilitics, Humanity, Or-

.oveToday"
orne on the Stage"
1uages & Literatur-es

>rtunity and Danger

in Biology"
Tracy Weiss, Speech & Drama - "Radical Feminism"
David Siddall, English- Three Kinds of Nature Poetry"
.
Kenneth Freer, Graduate Deah's Office - "Man, Society, and
Nature: Early Oriental Views"
Natasha Josefoweitz, WSBE, Pat Fleming, Speech & Drama "The Meaning of Behavior"
Margot Clark, Art - "The Experience of Art"

PHYSICS

SOCIOLOGY 796 ILLNESS AND SOCIETY

PHYSICS 501 INTRODUCTION TO MODERN COSMOLOGY

The cour.3e b intended for ;)tUdt:111!:> ill lt1e VUflOUS neG"ITn

Review of the Sun, stars, Milky Way, external galaxies and
expansion of the universe. Recent discoveries of radio
galaxies·, quasi-stellar objects, cosmic black-body radiation,
x-rays, and gamma rays precede a discussion of Newtonian
and general relativistic and matter-antimatter models.
Prerequisite: elementary astronomy, basic physics or permission of instructor. NOTE: NOT FOR STUDENTS WITHOUT SOME
MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND. 4 credits.

PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY 591 S,OCIAL PSYCHOLOGY AND THE LAW
The course will examine in detail the social psychological
study of legal issues. Topics to be covered include
procedural justice and the adversary system, sanctions and
deterrents, evidence and testimony, verdicts ahd judgments,
legal socialization, and the jury process and jury selection.
The major goals of the course will be to relate legal and
social psychological thinking about human behavior and to
illustrate how the methods and theories of social psychology
have been applied to the resolution of questions in the law.
Allan Lind
PSYCHOLOGY 591 PARAPSYCHOLOGY: SPECULATION
CRITICAL SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVE

AND~i

This course will emph_asize a critical scientific perspective
in its examination of a diversity of topics that have collectively become known as "parapsychology" within recent
popular culture. The claims and speculations offered with
regard to such things as mental telepathy, clairvoyance,
psychokinesis, faith nealing, astral projection', life after
death, and varieties of higher consciousness wm be carefully
scrutinized in the light of generally accepted scientific
knowledge and principles of inquiry: The speculative
material will be pre£ented with a tone of curiosity tempered
by disciplined skepticism: A major goal of the course will be
to teach the student to use Important tools of critical thinking,
thereby allowing him to draw his own conclusions as to the
validity of the phenomena in question.
In order to develop this critical approach, course readings
will include material on philosophy, religion, philosophy of
science, scientific methodology, and psychobiology. The
reading load wilf be rather heavy. Class time will be used for
lectures, discussions, and demonstrations. Each student will
also carry out an individual research project on some aspect
of parapsychology. Here, speculation is to be integrated
with appropriate methodology and critical thinking. Grades
will be based on the research project and two or three
exams. See the instructor for further details.
David M. Leuser
PSYCHOLOGY 791
PSYCHOLOGY

An explorc;ition of some formal theories of Sociology, including population dynamics, social epidemiology, social ·
mobility, communication networks, institutional systems, and
social control. Matrix algebra and basic programming will
be introduced during the first four weeks as the fundamental
tools for the expression and analysis of these theories. This is
not a statistics course. Open to undergraduates, graduates
faculty. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Auditor
welcome
Professor Cobt>

ETHICAL & PROFESSIONAL ISSUES IN

Anticipated issues include the following:
-The civil rights of mental patients.
-Ethical issues in research (including deception and the rights
of sut;:>jects).
-Use and abuse of IQ and other psychological tests.
-Ethical issues in psychoanalysis and counselling (including
sex bias).
:Diagnosis and treatment as a function of social class and
political attitudes.
-Ethical issues in behavior modification, hypnosis, and
psychosurgery.
-Psychologists as social activists.
-Job opportunities in psychology/the publish or perish doctrine/who controls research.
·
Some issues may be deleted and/or others added depending upon student's interests and backgrounds. _Willingness
to participate actively in class is important. Format will center
on discussion and student presentations. Prerequisite:
Psychology 401. Permissidn required. See Pistole at 203 'Rlce
House, MWF 2-3 or call 2-1994.
Donna Pistole

care fields, and for students from sociology, social service,
and related disciplines who have interests in the relationship
of illness and society.
The course is divided into two parts: The Sociology of Illness,
and The Social Organization of Medical Care. Topics to be
covered include Social Epidemiology: location of illness
within the social structure and faptors leading to its selective
occurrerice; Social Psychological Factors in Illness, particularly the influence of stressful life events in the occurrence
of illness, Cultural Variatrons in Response to Illness and Patn;
and treatment of mental illness and attitudes toward the
mentaHy ill; Socio-Medical Problems which fall in between
the categories of illness and socialdeviance-alcoholism ~nd
drug addiction, venereal disease, suicidal behavior, social
aspects of death and dying; The Patient and The Sick Role;
The Hospital Patterns in the use of Health Services.
Prerequisite Sociology 400 or permission

SOCIOLOGY 796:04 FEMALE, MALE & SOCIETY
The introduction of a course whose purpose it is to study the
actual and ideal relationships existing between female and
male members of society, rather than being a response to a
'banp-wagon' or faddistic trend, is quite in keepjng with
traditional sociology. As a matter of fact, it$ introduction will
correct an inconsistency in course offerings.
This inconsistency which is pervasive in sociological
literature, is both conceptual anQ semantic. Almost without
exception, there is to be found in the table of contents of introductory sociology texts d listing of "institutions" which, with
one notable exception, is categorically homogeneous, viz.,
education, religion, economy, government, and often institutions relating to art, recreational, and corrective efforts.
The notable exception in this category of ''institution" is
"family," which, rather than being a counterpart of
education, religion, etc., belongs in a significantly different
category, along with church, bureau, state, school, etc. Had
sociologists been consistent, they would have dealt
specifically with two institufjons not usually found on today's
texts, the .one dealing with inter-'Sex practices, and the other
with the inter-generationaJ, usually parent-child, customs. We
as sociologists failed to see the logic in' Robert Maclver's observation that "one cannot belong to an institution." Thus one
belongs to church or temple, not to religion; to a school and
not to education, and to family, not to child-rearing
(paedotrophiG) practices or to inter-sex behavior patterns.
Had these two "missing institutions" been given proper attention, there would not have been, in my opinion,.the spate of
requests for "Women's Studies."
One can acknowledge the need for such studies in order
to compensate for the neglect of the fashions, mores, and institutions relating to homo sapiens' dual sexuaj nature. and
still perceive the logic of sociology departments filling in the
two missing universal institutiQns as objects of study.
It is to be granted that such a change will necessitate some
adjustment in course offerings, both in the short and long run,
but the result will be a more logically cons•stent core of courses, without the vacuum into which the "women's studies"
have moved.
The relevance of sex differences for participation in the institutional life of a society will be analyzed. In each institution,
attention will be given to:
a . historically relevant and currently established relationships;
b. bi,ologically and psychologically relevant sexual differences. (Bot~ sex differences per se (e.g., reproductive
processes, sexual impuises) and sex correlated differences
(somatotypes, skeletal proportions, stature) are discussed
and studied.)
c. Affect upon personality of estabHshed socio-cultural environment (norm, sanctions, groupways);
d. Changes required to effect less violent, ·more rational,
more equal inter-sex relationships.
The content of the course is designed for undergraduate
students, especially second-year students ·and secoridsemester first-year students.
M 4-6:30 ·
SSC 207
Dew~y
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Fine~old

SEA GRANl
continued from page 3

FlftST !>OWN1 UNHr~-.....
AN11 ••• lfOLDITJ

Sea grant
funding

_

TtfnE•s 'TROU8LS,::.
ON 'THE FIELD •• ~

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

ding an investigation after Gov.
Meldrim Thomson objected to
questions concerning taxes and
party affiliation which appeared
on a questionnaire dealing with
coastal zone management.
Thomson objected to questions
dealing with views on income and
sales tax, whether or not the
pollee was a liberal or a conservative and whether he was a
Democrat or a Republican.
Around mid-September Thomson sent a letter to Secretary of
Commerce Elliott Richardson
requesting that the funds be
halted. According to a source in
the political science department,
Moore has already spent about 85

pQr cent of hi~ allotted budget

The total budget for the
. UNH/University of Maine Sea
Grant project is $850,000.
According to this source Moore
· was never notified of Thomson's
request. The first Moore heard of
Thomson's action was from
Warren Pease, a reporter from
the Manchester Union Leader.Thomson alleged that Moore
was using Federal funds for purposes unrelated to his task at
hand.
"The questions Moore asked
were part of a standard political
science approach to determine
whether or not the issues are
by Jeff Millar & Bilf Hinds
being perceived along partisan
lines,'' said the source.
Marshal Cobleigh, an adBOY, AM 1 GOit-JG
ministrative assistant to ThomTO ~A.VG AN ~XCLU~lv'E:
son, said Moore's questions in
regard to taxes "had nothing tp
fOR 111£ ~ow fONl~I !
do with any aspect of coastal zone
planning."
Moore began a follow-up study
last January on a previous survey of general public opinion on
coastal zone management issues.
The controversial questionnaire
is part of the second study.
Cobleigh said the information
contained in the survey was
' 'very political''.
nit's not right for a candidate
to have that kind of information
available before an election,
especial1y at the taxpayer's expense," said Cobleigh. He did not
specify what candidate he was
referring to.
He said Moore would have to be
49 Woman's name or
22 Jacques Cousteau's
ACROSS
"politically naive to think that
song
domain
questions like that don't have
50 Scientist's work
25 Picture game
l With lO·Across,
political ramifications."
59 " - and a Woman" 26 Make a great effort
famed spy
27 Classic movie
5 ... partridge in
60 Gay Cobleigh said the timing of the
61 Capri, for one
western
tree
survey was not the only issue.
28 Type of vote
62 Sodium chloride .
10 See 1-Across
"Questions on taxes wouldn't be
- -+-- +---t--4 14 Birthstone
63 Cordage fiber
29 Heart chambers
relevant even on Christmas
64 But: Fr.
30 Dine at home
15 Words of denial
Eve,'' he said.
16 Mr. Preminger
65 Catch sight of
(2 wds.)
17 Type of word
31 Like Jacques Brel
66 Contestant
According to the source in
67 Adam's grandson
32 The Marx Brothers'
18 Certain playing
political science, "the whole
"A Day at the - "
card
thing is ironic since Moore under34 Part of a circle
- - - + - - - - 4 ---1 19~ We 11 : Sp.
took the project at the request of
DOWN
40 The age of some
20 Promptness
the Office of Comprehensive
23 Clothing size
1 Player's turn
septuagenarians
Planning."
~-+--+---t
(abbr.)
2 iiighest point
41 Geometric curve
The Office of Comprehensive
24 Zodiac sign
3 Infield cover
42 In a cliched
manner
- - - -- 25 Takes it easy
4 Italian architect
Planning is part of the state's
(2 wds.)
5 West Indies island 43 M*A*S*H star
executive branch. This source
44 Daily occurrence in
....,.....,..._ _,_---1~.....,...-"'t'----1-_, 29 As hungry 6 Sweet wine
and
Cobleigh agree that the OPC
33 Enliven
7 Small case
England
did not approve · Moore's
35 Living room: Sp.
8 Military equipment, 46 avion
questionnaire, but only outlined
36 Opie's aunt
for short
50 Alleviate
areas to be surveyed.
51 Certain holiday,
. 37 Hockey great
9 Drive back
for sho.rt
38 Spasm
10 Associates
There were three general con39 Vases
familiarly
52 Insect appendage
siderations:
..,,..,,...-+--+---t--1 41 Tending to stir up 11 "It's game'.'
53 Water pipe
-How might a coastal agency ·
45 In a sloped
12 Map notations
54 formerly
be organized?
55 Approaching
manner
(abbr.)
-What would its responisland"
47 Francis and Dahl
13 Charged particles 56 "No man 57 Sundry assortment
sibilities be?, and
.,,....,..-+--+---!-~ 48 Monetary worth
21 Certain doctoral
58 Robert Stack role
(abbr.)
degree (abbr.}
-How would it be funded?
The source says that Moore
ANSWERS, PAGE SIX
followed those guidelines.
The source added that th~
Manchester Union Leader's
claim that Moore's study was
''unprofessional'' and ''undermined the position of the state"
was "damn near libelous."
Moore says he has · not been
presents
able to complete his study
because of the withdraw! of the
DRISWOLD THE WOEFUL DRAGON
funds.
An original children's musical
The source said he ''couldri 't
Book, Lyrics and Music by Patricia Northridge
understand the concern over the
questions."
November 16, 17, 18, 19 at 4 PM
"They only substantiate the
November 20 at 12 NOON
fact that people. are against
Hennessy Theater. Paul Arts Center. UNH, Durham
Call MUSO - 862-1485 (ask for Jamie)
·taxes," the source said.
General Admission ; $1.00; Groups of l5 or more: 50¢
He said the survey was
"definitely not done for a certain
Reservations: 862-2290
- or stop by Rm. 148 of the MUB
political candidate."

collegiate crossword

WOMEN'S WE.EK IS
NOV. 29 - DEC. 2

Volunteers are needed!
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We think you'll like ·As You Like It
. By G .L. Holb:t,"QOk

few mechanical problems, such as period. Celia's song, in particular,
drops coming do\vn a bit too soon showed her to be quite the singerJust before the houselights went and bopping characters attem- an entertaining surprise. All in all,
down on Wednesday night's dress pting to exit, the set might have the music accented the carefree
rehearsal of As You Like It, the been enough to carry the produc- mood of the play and ,inspired the
i man sitting next to me turned and
tion on its own.
audience to sit back and be further
asked me if I knew much about
The costumes of the court and enthralled by the As .You Like It
the play. He had a slightly the costumes of the forest, done in .spell.
(
fe~inine hairstyle, except for a
early Renaissance style, created a · When the final curtain call was
large bald spot on the top of his Vivid contrast of the two lifestyles, over, I turned to my eccentric, but
head, and he sported a Fu- and visibly helped the actors -obviously knowledgable, friend
Manchu. I told him I didn't.
make their transitions from city to and asked him what he thought of
"It's a story using various country life.
.
· UNH's production. With a stroke
family feuds and banishments to
While in general the dress ser- of his moustache and a slow gutget the potential lovers, Rosalind ved to heighten the euphoria of teral chuckle, he stared at the
and Orlando, into ·the mythical both stage and audience, there now-still set for a moment before
forest of Arden. There, Rosalind, were a few unfortunate exceptiQns. turning to me.
masquerading as the boy The Good Duke's crown was way
"It was rather amusing, don't
Ganymede, taunts and . teases out of proportion, and Hymen, you think? It's always been my
Orlando into proving his love for nature's God of marriage, was favorite of the comedies-so
· his Rosalind. She tells him to dressed in an elegant gown which relaxing and yet with a little
pretend that she, Ganymede, is was to~lly out of place in Arden.
thoughtfulness throWn in."
Rosalind, and of course she is, but
Both these faults came in the · Jaques did a marvelous l"ob of
he duc;:,11 'L l\.uuw UlitL."
marnager ce1eorauon tmaJe, and· pomting that up, wouldn' you
"Anyway, the whole set-up is. gave it a Cinderella atmosphere ·say? I've always wanted to try my
a great chance for some laughs, inappropriate to such a mythical, hand at that role myself, and this
some trickery, and an inside look· but not fantastical, play. But these actor Timothy Clark, did it the
at the pursuit of love and hap- are relatively minor exceptions in way I think I would if I had had the
piness in a perfectly mythical set- a production where the visual chance."
ting." spectacle was the most . obvious _ "And there were a few surprises
"Naturally all the nasty charac- highlight.
for me. Orlando was portrayed
ters are converted into goodly,
The lighting, too, should be here as a much stronger charackindhearted ones at the end of the given its due , as should the ter than was intended, I'm sure.
· play, and all the lovers find true m~ical elements of the play. The Though I rather like it that way. It
happiness when they take part in lighting was competent and effec- keeps things jumping. Gregg
one of the Bard's famous mass- tive, showing the actors and the Beecroft-a nice job."
marriage finales.''
visual elements of the play to their . "And Celia! Jttst marvelous.
As soon as he had finished best advantage without being con- Firuilly 'SOmeone who played the
· telling me the storyline, a little too spicious in itself-the way good part with as much vitality and inscholarly for my tastes, I might fighting should be done in any dividuality as I've ,wanted. I wish
add, the play began.
Shakespearian production of this ·that Maryann Plunkett had been
From the start, the scenery and sort.
in my little theatre group. Just the
costumes dazzled the audience inThefewm~icalselµIJ.en~were wayshesaid, "Or~do"when~he _Audrey (Ellen Croteau) and Celia (Maryann Plunkto submission. Jf it weren't for a . pleasant and m keepmg with the _ knows her best fnend Rosalind · ett) have a talk with Touchstone (Dean Peterson).
has fallen for him-so full jealousy just that much extra, but it would
and hurt that she is about to be have really been worth it. What a
delegated to the number two spot play that would have made!
in Rosalind's life.
1
"But more iniportant than that,
"And what a mixture of in-- 1Teichert seemed to be very unsure
fatuation and cunning she of how to deal with the poetic
mustered when she falls for 1 quality, if I may use such a
Oliver. Just the way I've always phrase, of her lines. She seemed
·hoped. That girl should go far if ·torn between reading her lines
I'm any judge."
strictly for dramatic effect and
"But what about Rosalind?" I ·reading them as poetry.
asked. "She is, after all, the star of
"Now, I'm not trying to say that
the show and I thought she carried ·.As You Like It is on a par with
it off rather ,well. Why haven't you Milton or Keats or any of those
mentioned her?"
·boys, but I do think that the poetic
A knowing twinkle came to his quality of the lines - and of the
·blue-green eyes, and he pulled ·forest, and the play as a whole for
some more at his aging beard. that matter - is finally what makes
"Ah I knew you'd ask. I was ·the play such a delight.
sa\'iiig her for last, not because
"It's far from a realistic play • she was the best, but because ·the appearance of Hymen certhere is something to be said about tainly documents that - though it
the performance in general by ·does have its roots in real life mattalking about her acting.
. ters of love and happiness.
"Now, Karen Teichert gave a ·. "But w~at l_'m saying is that the
very competent showing as charactenzatlons of the play are
·Rosalind, though not quite as ·directly dependent on the a~cep
powerful as I would have liked. I tance of the poetry of the lines.
suppose with Orlando and Celia . And then so is the whole dram:..
being so unusually strong charac- Do you understand?"
· ters Rosalind would have to putout THEATER, page 20
Rosalind <Karen Teichert> and Orlando (Greg Beecroft) point out each others faultS.
.
•

i

-----------------------------------:pre-view--_
----_-. ------~
Some good movies on this weekend, plus, As You Like It, pianist Dickran Atamia,;, and a~
Man on the Spying Trapeze.
Ch. 7at1:30.
animation lecture! What more can you ask for? Chevy Chase? Sorry.
John Payne in Captain China. Ch. 5 at 1:45.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12
SUNDAY,NOVEMBER14

As You Like It, Johnson Theater at8. Students$2.50, general
$3. See today's reviews.

I

Leonard Maltin will present a lecture on the history of
animation (that's cartoons, baby) in the Strafford Room of
the MUB at~- Only 50 cents! Sponsored by MUSO.

Papa Scrunch in the MUB PUB.

Rick Bean's oldies in the MUB PUB.

Chris and Lynda Day George, Marjoe, and David Janssen in
Mayday at 40, 000 Feet. Ch. 7 at 9.

Cicely Tyson in Sounder. Channels 5 and 9 at 7. This is only
part orte folk, part two is next week.

John Travolta stars in The Boy in the Plastic Bubble, drama
·b ased on a real medical case. Channels 5 and 9 at 9.

Patton, starring George C. Scott. Channels 5 and 9 at 8.
Forbidden Knowtedge, starring Anthony Quinn and Angie
Dickinson. Ch. 7at11:30.

I

Sally-Field as Sybil. Based on the book by Flora Schreiber.
Carmel 4 at 9.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13

Our Agent Tiger. Ch. 7at1:30.
As You Like It, Johnson Theater at 8. Students $2.50, general
. $3.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER ls

Papa Scrunch in the MUB PUB.
Albert Brooks hosts Saturday Night, and guests include Ry
Cooder. Now, where have we seen him beforelCh. 4
at11:30.
·
Cary Grant in Gunga Din. Ch. 7at11:30.

All in a Night's Work, starring Dean Martin. Ch. 4at1 . .

Pianist Dickran Atamian in the Granite State Room at 8.
Students $3.50~ general $5.
Part two of Sybil, starring Sally Field. Ch. 4 at 9.
We salute you too, George!

Natalie Woocfand Robert Wagner in The Affair_ Ch 7at11:30.

And one more thing! M USO has decided to sponsor some more snow, .sometime this weekend!
Look for it. Free!
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Mike McCOnnell is UNll's
new sculpture coach
.

By Pat Lang

\

Michael McConnell is a new
Assistant Professor of Art at
UNH ..He is young, enthusiastic,
innovative and very interesting.
What he is not is modest. On his
door is a silver stal"-with the word
SCULPTURE underneath and
MIKE MCCONNELL up above.
He is very open and nonchalant!
about his plans to one day reach
national and then international
fame, and he believes his work
will replace that of the big names
in sculpture today. ·
However along with his immodesty goes a good dose of
humor and the fact that be is as
good as he s.ays ! The only thing
different with Mike is that he ·
says out loud what everyone else
just thinks.
~·
H~

hs

.

I

_/

zr year:s old And AlrCAd7

has had his work in over 40
exhibitions and shows, many in
which he either ·· -placed well,
received-an award, or sold some
of his work.
' ~ Before coming to UNH he was
the Instructor of Art at· Radford
College in Radford, Virginia from
'1974-76, and from 1972-74 he was a
Graduate Teaching Assistant at
The Ohio University Sculpture·Foundry.
.
His education consists of a BFA
in Sculpture (1970) from Obie
University, Post Graduate Mike McConnell, UNH's new sculpture coach.

Novick photo)

Model far a Monument
Annual, at the Whitney Muselim
Their effect is not readily
in New York."
noticeable but can be seen when
McConnell works primarily on closely scrutinized. Solid chunks
outdoor sculptures.
Some
of metal, through reflection take
of his works on- display now in the on a transparent quality and
Paul Creative Arts Center become altogether different
·gallery are just 1/lOth scale shapes. You may find yourself
models of the real thing. His work trying to put your finger through
is involved with "_e xploring a hole that isn't there.
space, and· form. It's a process
McConnell said his function at
fha t combines technology and op- UNH was that of cheerleader and
tics."
innovator. Perhaps that's why he
His medium is metal, all kinds goes around wearing a 'l\:>shirt
of metal, rusty, gold and silver with SCULPTURE COACH
colored, tin and platimun. He written on it.
"It's disc~uragi~g.for a student
works with planes, aligning them
and Il)olqing therp in order to SCULPTURE
create a VISUal entity.
__ continuecton page 21

Locking Piece: 3
· Studies in Education (1071) from
Akron State University, and a
MF A in Sculpture (1974) from
Ohio University.
· "The students in my classes
are just great." says McConnell.
"I was very pleased with the
reception given me by both the
students and the academic community. The faculty here is &
good one. They enable me to grov•
thro~ their feedback and ideas.
"One of the major: reasons I
decided to come to UNH was
:because of the way!) Dean Spitz
b~cks the Art Department. Not to
mention the beautiful country
around here and the University's
excellent position between New
York and Boston.''
Right now in the a1 L aepartment there are 13 BFA majors,
two of them concentrating in
sculpture. In the future
McConnell would like to see "13
art majors, seven of which are
sculpture majors and · the
weakest of those seven being
.stronger than the strongest now.
Not that the sculpture majors we
have now are not good, they're
terrific, but I mean that the
department will have that much
more to offer."
McConnell says of himself, "I
am very goal oriented. I design
my works of art first by creating
problems for myseli and then by
working step by step to overcome
them. In 10 years I'd like to have
my work exhibited in the Whitney

(Nick

Locking Piece}

I

.

Anna Christie ·docks at Theater By the
By Casey Holt
Anna Christie.the winner ·of

cross his face would do credit to
Then he has his doubts when lie
adoring fathers anywhere.
learns she has no religion, is
Chris . has been destroyed by aghast when Chris says she's
"that Old Devil Sea" and ended Lutheran ("A Luther! I'm damup as the· captain of a barge, a ned.surely.'') .
"squarehead" in the words of his
Nevertheless, everything
· woman, and "respectable" men · works out in the end.
of the sea.
The whole show is put together
· Never is this more evident than well, and it's quite an~v.ening
when Anna tells him how much
she likes being on the barge and
Chris replies, "This ain't real
sea, you only see nice part."
Helen Auerbach portrays
Chris' woman, Marthy Owen, so
well that it's a shame there isn't
more room for her in the rest of
the play. Too bad she only gets to
he in part of Act I.

Eugene O'Neill's second Pulitzer
Prize, is curr-ently playing at
Portsmouth's Theater by the Sea.
Anna Christie is a character
study involving three people;
Anna Christopherson (Christie),
her father Chris, and Mat Burke,
an Irish coal stoker who falls in
love with Anna almost as soon as
he is pulled from a lifeboat.
Anna has come to New York to
find her father, who she hasn't
seen in fifteen years.
In tliose fifteen years Anna has
had to endure hardship after hardship. She has been treated like a
slave by her aunt's family, raped
by her cousin, and become a
prostitute.
Alan Tongret does a credible
Unable to cope with her life any job as Larry, the bartender, as
more, she comes to be with her long as he's talking. But during
father on the sea, and finds him the scene that he's just reading a
at the only address he has eveor newspapPr at tbl> o~r whiJg Chri~ ,
given, Johnny-the-Priest's Anna and Marthy are in the next
room, his eyes remained riveted ·
Saloon.
She runs into Chris' lady friend to the lower left corner of the
Marthy Owen first, and Marthy paper as if there was a picture of
tells Anna a little about her Miss November there.
father, in a favorable light, of · Le Clanche du Rand as Anna ·
course.
encompasses all the feelings of
Chris meets Anna, and they guilt, love and hope that O'Neill
decide to stay together on the originally intended for her.
She starts off as the toughened
barge. For Anna this is the best
medication, and life on the barge prostitute, trading cut for cut

watching the expressions on
Chris' face. 'The sets are
ingenious, stagehands are actors,
people change roles, and the folks
at Theater By the Sea have come
up with another excellent production in the limited space they
have to work with.
Good entertainment again! In

Se~

Chris' words, "We have d~ ~o ·
that, py golly!"
See .A1-1na
Christie.

.at'

Anna Christie is playing·
Theater By the Sea through
Dec. 5. For ticket information
call 431-6660.

The TBS crew is goOd too!

Would believe · that this ....
. Part of the fun in being at
Different props were put
' Theater By the. Sea the other out and -in eight minutes the
night was watching the stage inside of. Johnny-the-Priest's
crew change the sets.
Saloon had become the outTheater By the Sea doesn't . side of the Simeon Winthrop, a
use drops because they can't. barge tied up in New York
There is no place for them to City.
drop anythingjrom.
Between Acts II and III
So they use flats (portable th-ewhole
process
was
walls), and in this case the repeated, with light disapflats were two-sided.
pearing into the ceiling, walls
As soon as Act I ended stage being turned around, and
hands _s warmed all over the even almost falling.
When one flat began to topstage. People in the front row
were asked to go out into the ple over the audience gasped,
lobby, and pieces of set ·wer:e but a stagehand calmly
rested in their chairs.
reached up and pushed it
The bar was moved and the back.
mirror taketf down and Voila!
The outside of the Simeon
a door appears.
Winthrop was turned into the
All the props in front of the - inside, and this also took less
flats were moved (Everyone than eight minutes.
laughed when a girl came onThe inside of the Simeon
stage and removed the bottles Winthrop had been Johnnyfrom the rack in back of the the-Priest' s, but you'd never
I
. bar. They were all glued to a know it except for the shelves
board, and came off all at on- that had been behind the bar.
Instead of bottles they now
. ce.) and then the whole thing
Le Clanch'e du Rand as Anna and Frederic Major as Chris.
was picked up and turned held canned-goods (likewise
glued onto boards).. and
begins to change her.
with Marthy ("I got your number around.
One night they pick up the sur~ pretty easy too. You're me, .forty
vivon; of a shipwreck, including years from now.'') and Mat
Mat Burke, who instantly falls in ("You 're just a big kid.").
love with Anna.
She looks like hell when she firMat wants to marry Anna, and st walks onstage in her ratty blue
they are in love with each other, dress·and baggy nylons, but imbut Anna doesn't want to hurt proves as she warms to the sea
· Mat with . her past, and Chris and then to Mat.
· doesn't want to lose his daughter,
The -.fire with which she spits
her lines at Mat and Chris during
especially to a seaman.
The arguments rage until An- the confession scene seems to inna, tired of being treated like an still genuine terror in their hear- ,..
object, confesses her past to both ts.
of them.
Then she turns around and !
Neither of the men can handle quivers and shakes . uncon- ' ~
the confession, and they both go trollably during a crying seen~. ·
off to get drunk and forget that Only tears are missing.
they ever knew Anna.
·
Anthony McKay does sucb a .. ·
But love conquers all, and both fine job berating Scots . as the
men eventually return to swear bragging Irishman, Burke, that
their love and forgiveness.
he should have his name
This is Frederic Major's changed.
second appearance at Theater by
From his first "God stiffen
· the Sea, and he is impressive. His ya," to his last "God mend y;l'
portrayal of Chris Christopher- Burke never stops bragging, exson is touching, real and hear- cept for short stints when
twarming.
someone else is talking.
Chris is the adoring albeit
He is the epi tom_e of the
irresponsible father, with a love , oraggart who refuses to admit
and fear of the sea, and a need to guilt and is not strong eiIQugh to
feel wanted.
bear up to being wrong.
Major plays
the
part
But he does fipally come
faultlessly. The Swedish accent is around and · forgive Anna, even
just right, and the looks of love, though he makes her swear on a
hate, fear and amazement that cross first.

where there had been a fl«g
and a liberty poster on tli<e'~ft
wall there was now a nauti.Cal
chart on the right wall.
.
Everyone had watched_as
the wall was carried from one
side to the other and the '; gir'
came out and put the ch«rt
over the poster ancl rolled<the
flag up behind it.
What made the whole
process even more fun was
the music being played. All
the time the people were
rushing around "the stage
there was piano-rag coming
out the theater's speakers. It
made the whole thing seem as
though we were watching the
Keystone Kops of -the
stagehand set (pun intended).
The design and execution
was all so ingenious that the
audience couldn't resist, and
applauded after each move.
And well they should. Jes
the story of Theater By 'the
Sea's existence, making''fhe
absolute best out of wha~i;Jtfr
is-available.
· . . ,,

.•".. became this?
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What would Shakes· eare think?

and turned to leave, but he grab-bed me by the sleeve .
"But · don't take me too
The twinkle in his e~es seemed seriously," he said. "For a college ·
to spread across his entire face production I thought they did a
now. Though I didn't quite under- · fine job. Shakespeare isn't the
stand everything he had said. his easiest to put on, you know. And
presence somehow made that all any production that can do it this
right. I nodded. put on iny coat well .will send hundreds of · light.continued from pa£e 17

hearted people out into the night.
And even if they only stay that
way for a little while, you can be
sure that they'll always come
back
for
mor-e
good
. Shakespeare."
"I'll see you again, " he said,
and somehow I could tell that he
was rigJ:it.

Music -at Strawbery Biinke'
The Strawberry Banke Chamber Music Festival will begin its
ninth season·on December 10.

scribe to-the festival, and the cost
is $15.
The individual rate for students
is $2.50, but students in groups of
10-20 can go for $2, and in groups
of 20-40 for $1. 50.
For more information, call

The _season runs through April,
presenting two different concerts
each month.
·
Students are invited to sub- · (603 ) 431-8734.

Boy oh hoy
do we need arts reporters!
come to room 151 in the MUB
The cast surrounds Hymen <Susan Scannell) in the celebration scene. <Nick Novick photos)

LUNEAU Productions, in cooperation with WTSN, proudly presents

Pousette.- Dart Band
IN CONCERT

Special Guest - CAP'N MOON

Ticket Prices:

NOV. 20, 1976
85.50, 84.50, 83.50

7:30p.m.

Tickets also available
at the door

OLD Spaulding High Auditorium, Rochester, N.H.
TICKETS:

Dove.r : Stuart Shaines

Rochester: Strings & Things

Music Man

Osgoods

WTSN

Luneau's Restaurant

Mobile dressroom courtesy of Ray's Marina, Milton, N.H.

Durham: Town & Campus

Listening Po~t
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Pianist _Dickran Atamian to play here Monday
By Elizabeth Grimm
becoming known throughout the
Critic~ call pianist Dickran ·country as a musician to follow
Atamian " an emerging young closely. 'J'he UNH community
lion of the keyboard" and urge will soon have their chance.
their readers to ''remember the Atamian will perform on Novemname." The 21-year-old is _rapidly ber 15 in the MUB.

t,. native _ of Chicago and
Phoenix, Aramian studied under
. John Perry at ~he University of
Texas at Austin. Last year he
astonished New Yorkers by winning first prize in the 50th annual

only teaches two days a week. He
the work he does on his own
projects could just as easily be
done at home, but he feels it important that he remains available
for his students to come in and
talk over their projects.
"This results in quality for the
students." says McConnell.
"Many times I come home to my
wife late, and more often dirty.
She -realizes that it's important
for me though, to spend so much

Walter W. Naumburg Foundation
piano competition. Winners
usually have been musicians
finishing their studies with a weU~
known :~ew York teacher, but not
surprisingly Atamian was an exception to ~~rn .rule.
Judging from previous concerts, Atamian is interested in
performing pi~ces that encomMcConnell also has two .children, pass a wide repertoire of
Jennifer and Marc, ages 3 and 4.
pianistic eff~cts. This concert
McConnell's work will be on will enable the pianist to do just
e¥bibit until mid-December. A lot that. The richly communicative
can be understood about the man musician -has an exciting,
through his art. It must be looked energetic program planned.
at carefully, and from different
angles in order to appreciate its
complexity.
You will find the same is true
when you meet the artist. He is a
bright, fresh addition to the
faculty and someone who, if he

tilllo on calllpus in ordor to ac-

follows hie prcncnt cournc,

Sculpture coach? Yeah. Coach.
SCUL~TURE,

from page 18

to look at a hunk of marble and
see the sculpture inside," he
says. "They need someone to encourage them and ·cheer them on.
Someone to tell them that they're
doing a good job and to keep at it.
On the other hand, they also need
someone to tell them if what
they're doing is a piece of garbage."
McConnell has his studio in the
S.<'ulpture.

Coop, whoro ho

can .be found six days a week. He

complish

what

I

is just prior to his second concert
at New York's Alice .Tully Hall.
.Last February the pianist played
to a sold-out capacity audience
and earned more rave reviews.
Ht "as already performed across
the country, including New Brunswick, New Jersey, Buffalo, St.
Louis, Cleveland, Detroit Symphony at Meadowbrook, Phoenix
and San Antonio.
The intense young pianist emits
a freshness and vitality
welcomed by all who attend his
concerts. He is heralded for
possessing brio coupled with a

wil~

want."_ .realize every one of his dreams ,

Atamian's first piece is Franz
Schubert's Walzer,' Opus· 18. It
will be interesting to hear how the
young . musician interprets
Mozart's Sonata No. 6 in D
major, K 284. The final selection
for the first half is Maurice
Joseph Ravel's Gaspard de la
Nuit, c_omprised of three
movements-"Ondine, Le Gibet,
and Scarbo" . For tht! entire
second half Atamian will play
Modest Mussorgsky's passionate,
16-movement Pictures at an
Exhibition, a selection many ·
anxious ticket-holders feel will be
thehighlightoftheevening.
Atamian's appearance at UNH

Pies

sensitivity rarely found in
musicians of any age. If he continues to perform .the standard of
music he has so far di~played
(not to mention if he progresses,
wnich undoubtedly he wiJl), it is
certain that the name Dickran
Atamian will become easier and
easier to remember.
A Baldwin piano will be used
·by Atamian. He will play in
the Granite State Room of the
MUB. The November 15 con·cert starts at 8 p. m. and
tickets are $3.50 and $5.
Atamian 's appearance is
sponsored by the UNH
Celebrity Series.
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An Over 18 Audience
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Journey through the history of

FESTIVAL of
ANIMATION

;:~:~;~

for

THE
1~~11 GEILS I:1_:iih I: I
BAND
J. Geils

& special guest stars
Magic Dick

Seth Justman

THE DWIGHT
TWILLEY BAND

iO
I

cartoons · with

and

a

0

LEONARD MALTIN

E

ANIMATED CARTOON EXPERT

v
E

E
Ni

N I'?'

:::::::.

I

Sunday, November 21
Field House 8 p.m.
Tickets at MUB (soon)
83.50 UNO students with OWN valid ID
85.50 all others with proof of age

films

, lecture by

I= I~ 1'f1 : I: I I~!~! ! N
T

"I'm on Fire"

for more information call 862-2195

IM

fu

by SCOPE

@

lf!~un.,

1

Nov. 14

• js:oop.m .

no smoking or drinking

-~::

I

~
Strafford Rm.
MUB

50cents
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-GREAT BAY
ICE ARENA
Fox Point Road
Newington, N.H.
436-0007

FRIDAY, NOV.12

PUBLIC SKATING
7:30-9:30 p.m.
1O:00-12: 00 p. m.

Student admission $1.50 with ID

Do YOU have to fulfill
a foreign language requirement?
Try: "Spanish for Graduates"
Spanish 795 and 796, R26
Semester II

l

~

.'

]

Why?
Call: Bill Forbes or Helen Evans
Spanish Section - AML
Murkland, 862-1218

Student sports cOuncillors
differ on input methods
men's department is much too·
Four of the five students on large for me to be able to get
President 'Eugene Mill's Sports opinions on various topics.
Council have different views on
"We're basically talking about
how they plan to get input from the future of all athletic
their respective constituencies.
programs at UNH, and I voice
These five student members my opinions on these matters.''
are: Claire Pyne, Bill Rueckert,.
Paula Rockwell, Barry Edgar,
and Deborah Ackerson.
By Mike Finio

Pyne·and Edg;:ir will have a difficult job on the council, since
they represent diverse athletic
departments that do not
necessarily function as a: whole.
They both see their positions as
being rcprcciontativo onoa.

opinions of the Club Sports
Program as a whole to the other

"We're basically talking about the
future of all athletic programs
at UNH." - .Barry Edgar
Rueckert
and
Rockwell
represent large groups of students
on the council.

members of the coundi,"
Ruekert said.
Rockwe·n represents the
i;:tudont1;: -at largo, ru:unoly anyono

Pyne does not feel that she has
to "bring up the ooints of my
peers," or that she has to "go back
and inform people about what
was discussed at our meetmg. '
"When we talk at our meeting,
I like to see myself as a represen-

tative voice," Edgar said, "The

Rueckert sees himself as a that uses athletic facilities at
definite voice of the club sports UNH.
program, because he is member
To get vtews and opinions from
of the Club Sports Presidents
such a large group, Rockwell
Council. •
This council, composed of the plans to talk to students at ran-,
presidents of all club sports, dom. Rockwell also plans to
meets occasionally, to discuss its develop a questionnaire that will
problems, which then enables oe avallaole in the 14'ield House
Rueckert to soeak for the Club recreation office.

WHAT ARE YOUR CHANCES FOR

.LAW $CHOOL?
Our Systems Analysts will estimate your
chances of being accepted into law schools of your
choice plus schools scientifically selected to match
your profile. Cost? $12. Send now for information.
AIDES, Box 13492,

Sports P~ogram.
"I have no real vote, I'm just
there to pre&ent the ideas,
suggestions, problems, and

U~iversity

Station, Gainesville, FL 32604

Name~---------------~
Adcfress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
- - - - - - - - - - - - Z i p _ _ _ __

"This way", she said. "I'll
have a better idea of what students
want in the way of activities
and the like at the Field House,
which will enable me to make
decisions and give opinions in the
best interest of all students at
UNH."
All four representatives said
that the first meetings this year
were
mainly
informative
sessions, with proposals such ·as
an outdoor rink, an addition to the .
field house, field repairs, and
raising the price of athletic
tickets also being discussed.
Ackerson represents the intramural program. She could not
be reached for comment.

COMPUTER SERVICES presents
on

A SYMPOSIUM

mini's

at

NOVEMBER 17, 197 6

the new england center

micra's

unh

intelligent terminals

durham, n.h.

}\genda
9a.m.-10a.m.
10 a.m. - 11 a.m.
11 a.m. - 12 a.m.

Dr. John Pokoski on hardware design and configuration
Dr. Robert Russell on the systems that control hardware
Dr. Daniel Bergeron on application

11 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
~

Exhibits: ten or more producers of min i's, micra's and
intelligent terminals suited to both business and academic
~nvironments will be presenting
the seminars will be oriented toward the basfc design and configuration of the machines and
their applications featuri'ng keynote speakers followed by open discussion. ·
the exhibits <;Jre intended to demonstrate varying degrees of computing ability ranging from
calculators tO full systems for accounting, payroll, graphics, etc., both on location and via 6ommunication with a host system; company representativeswill be present.

all activities are free and open to the public
for further informatton contact: computer services unh, durham, n.h. 03824 603862-2323
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SUNDAY SALE

Skfuig
SKIING

10% off

continued from.Jt.!lge 27

Huther · selected
Co-eaptai'n Bruce Huther was selected as the Yankee Conference defensive player of the week last week.
Huther plugged up the middle as he made 13 individual tackles
and forced one fumble.
The 6'1", 219 pound senior was also named to the ECAC weekly
all-star team.
.
.
·

National hockey poll
The UNH hockey team is ranked eighth in a national poll from
St. Louis.
The only other two eastern teams ranked are Brown (fourth)
and Clarkson (tenth). Boston University, Boston College, and
Dartmouth were listed as receiving votes.
·
Michigan is rated number one.

just about anything that is
strenuous. One of their weekly
delights is a Wednesday afternoon run to the Summit of Gunstock.
Preseason training will continue until the first meet of the
season, at St. Lawrence on
January 21 & 22.
Howie Bean and John Dickenson are expected to pace the
squad this year.
The Cats' schedule consists of
five meets in six weeks,
climaxing on· February 25 & 26
with the Eastern Divisional
Championships at Middlebury
College.
The top 24 finishers in the
alpine events at Middlebury
qualify for the NCAA's at Winter
Parl(," Colorado. In the nordic

all ·pre-reco~de_d 8 track.
and cassette tapes
PLUS come in and see our
Sunday un-advertized specials

LISTENING POST

cvontH, only the top 10 finio:ihcro:i

YC football
The final Yankee Conference standings will be decided
tomorrow.
UNH is playing UMass for the Championship.
Main is playing at Boston University and Rhode Island is at
Connecticut.
The Black Bears (6-3) are ranked seventh in the.Lambert Cup
and a win would give them a tie for second place.
The Terriers are battling to stay out of last place. Even if they
win, BU might end up tied for last place. A loss would definitely
give them the bottom.
Connecticut might wind up with a winning record in the conference.
The Huskies are 2-2 going into tomorrow's game against Rhode
Island. UConn, like Maine could tie for second place with a win.
URI's situation is similar to BU's.
A loss to UConn would put the Rams into the YC basement.
Tbings don't look good for Rhody though. Since their win over
Maine, the Rams have lost four in a row.
·

Main St. Durham

will qualify.
Berton is realistic about the
situation here.
.
•·1.:m sorry I can't say
something like 'We're going to
win the Nationals. 'I'm hoping
that we'll qualify at least one
man in each event for the NCAA's
in March, but it's going to take a
while to make for lost ground--we
have to go one step at a ti~e."

YC soccer
The Yankee Conference soccer champion will be decided
tomorrow.
Connecticut and Rhode Island are presently tied for first place
· with 5-0 records.
Both teams are ranked in the New England poll. The Huskies
are number one and the Rams are number three behind Brown.
UConn suffered its first loss last weekend after going undefeated in 16 games. The Huskies dropped to Hartwick 1-0.
URI is coming off a 3-0 win over Holy Cross making their record

l~w;;rnr-E_v_:-:-:-:-B-O_U_T_ST_;U1t-DJ, ENf

9-3.

Woinen's ice hockey
The women's Ice Hockey team takes to the ice this weekend
opening their 1976-77 season away at Boston University today at
2:00. They also have a pair of home games: Saturday against
Vermont at 4:00 and Sunday at 3:00 against North River, Mass.
Both home games are at Snively Arena. There will be a nominal
charge to help the club pay for its expenses.
·
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FALL CLEARANCE SALE
Save up 'to SO 1° on selected items
0

Vasque hiking boots

Reg. $45.00

North Face Tent

Reg. $165.00 Now $119.00

Kelty D-4 frame packs

North Face sleeping bags

Reg. $110.00 Now $88.00

Odyssey X-C skis

Reg. $57.00

freeze dried food

Now $7.95

Now $39.95

50° 1° off

SELECTION
OF

Reg. $275.00 Now $175.00

T-shirts

30° / 0 off

hiking shorts

30° / 0 off

Svea Stove

LARGEST

10°/ 0 off
Reg. $10.00

Phoenix kayak kit

WE HAVE THE

Now $29.95

Camp Trails book bag

Reg. $24.95

Now$14 .. 95

And Many More Item~
Sale ends Nov. 20, 1976

l/lildtrness Crails, Jnr.
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03824
PETTEE BROOK LANE

DOWN PARKAS AND VESTS
IN THE SEACOAST AREA
All Colors a nd Sizes

''':.::::::::::r::::-

f!/!;
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Lounge Ent~rt~inDlent

Nov. 12 & 13
froDl Boston

QUADRANT ''
Defensive end Doug
<Ed McGrath photo)

Stockbridge pounces on a UR' fumble during last week's game.
Toner was an All-Yankee Conjury. MacPherson termed the injury as "nothing serioµs."
ference linebacker last year. The

Football

Defensive back and place 6'1" 208 pound senior injured his

kicker Dave Croasdale is also expected to sit out the game with a
continued from page 28
shoulder injury.
A big concern was quarterback
There was no elaboration on Brian McNally. There were
the extent of either Merrill's or rumors of a possible concussion
Marinelli's injury yet both will but MacPherson disposed of
play tomorrow.
them.
For UMass the picture is not as
"Brian just got his bell rung.
bright.
We could have used him more but
. The Minutemen will be without Mike (Fallon) was doing a good
the services of tight end Kevin · job so we left him in. Actually,
Cummings who undeW1ent knee Mike got more banged up than
surgery last week.
Brian."
Replacing Cummings will be
UMass' defense will be
Moses Williams who also sat ·out weakened with the absence of coso~of the season with a neck incaptain John Toner.
INJURIES

UNIVERSITY THEATER
presents

AS YOU LI KE IT
By William Shakespeare

November 11-13 and 18-20 at 8 PM
November 17 at 2 PM~·
Johnson Theater. Pal:AI Arts Center. UNH, Durham
Genel'al: $2.50-$3.00; Students: $2.00-$2.50
Reservations: 862-2290. Group rates available.

ahkie before the season began.
He will not be playing tomorrow.
That is the extent to which
MacPlierson would elaborate on.
MacPherson did state that
UMass would "look the same
Saturday as we did against holy
Cross."
Several Minutemen will be
playing with injuries tomorrow
but MacPherson chose --not to
comment on them.
Bowes summed up the feelings
of both coaches.
"We don't like to talk about injuries. We talk about winning the
game."

-----classified ads----for sale

1975 Fiat 128 4 Doot sedan, radial tires,
garaged " no rust, :Z-barted, ~E;gular oil & lube, .
17.UOO miles, must sell for tmtion money. $2500
firm. Call after6p.m. 926-8086.1213
For Sale: 1 piz E78X14 snows on 5 lug chev.
wheels $35 or trade for good radial snows. Call
603-8~505- 11/19

STEREO-si}eakers and tape deck <reel>
Asking $150 and $90. Both $225, must sell. 868;5631. Jim. 12/3
1970 Fender Telecaster, blond finish,· maple
neck. w)HS case, also, EMC Performer II
amplifier. 13.. speaker. hiltll fr~uency horn.
$225 apiece. negotiable. Pete Rm. 123. 8689782,'862-1581, leave message. 12/3
For. 'Sale:

Bass German-made MounFitted
Crampons, $20; overboots, $l0; all used only
onceTall 868-9660 arter 6 p_m. 11/23
REFRIGERATOR-5 cubic inch, compact, 2
months old, like new i must sell, paid $138 will
sell for S!OQ. Call Baroara at 2-2723. 11/19
'66 Cutlass conv.-330 4bbl, auto; P.S., P.B.,
good rubber, new snow tire, rtllls well, needs
fop and some body work. $150. Ask for Dave or
leave message at_868-9859. 12/7
'75 Dodg~ Tradesman V·-m 17 000 miles. 220
slant 1) cvlinder; 3 SPf't-'(I standaril AM-FM 4
speaker stereo, rustproofed. Ripe for conversmn 1 J 362-4009 W1 II Show in !l Nllarea ! J /19

taineering boots. about size 9. $35;

Aulo: 1971 Toyota Corolla, 1600 cc, good con ·
dition, many new parts, auto. transmission,
~-Come see-Call 67~;!!C!:l6, Sout!] Lee. li/_l!'J
Bausch & Lomb Microscope Model Sl'-22 with
disc diaphragm, concave mirror, lOX ocular,
double nose.Piece lOX & 43X also 97X oil immersion obJective. Asking $200. Call 431-8974.
11116

For Sale: 1968 Oldsmobile Cutlass 4-Door
Sedan; PB· PS; Air Low mileage; Excellent
conditmn; See and driv~ to appreciate_ Also:
Marantz 4-channel receiver Jl.f:Odel 4270; Ten
Auto-Reverse Reel-to-Reel Tape Deck Model
.',-5500; Dual 1229 Q turntable <Shure V15 Type
III cartridgeJ; 2 pair Pioneer Speakers Mooel
CS-901A. All components less tfum a year old.
Also: Panasonic 12" Color television. Call
Greg <Rm. 428) at2-2431.11/16 _ _ _ __
F~r Sale: pr.~f Electro Boice 13 spkrs. $60.00,
Down,..Parka w /hood $20.00 Call Bnan at !IOH5489. 11/19

--------------

ALBUMS ! Allman Bros., Hendri". ~teve
Miller Byrds,~ano, Frampton, Traffic\ ~n
t.ana, otners. AL m exceuem or new condition.
Also, MGA parts. Scott. 108Lord. 868-9774. 8621633. 11/16

1966 Dodge Coronet 1 318, P .S., automatic, very
good cond., shoula be seen to appreciat~,
Dover - 742-5015. 11/16
Must sell: 1969 VW Bug. 9,000 miles rebuilt
eng!ne, new paint 4 goOd tires and snows µi.
cluaedi sun roof "heal works" $900 OBOat 21
Schoolnouse Ln., Durham or call 868-2583.
11/23
For Sale: 1975 Triumph Spitfire. Excellent
1.."0nl)itio'\\ radial tires, 12,000 miles. Asking
~- Cau 742-8f\47. 12/7
.
•
For SaJ·e: Coppi racing frameset, 58 cm.
Columbus DB tubing throughout, cut out
Bottombracket Italian slop forkcrown, campy dropouts. An excellenf road frame, 10%

wttombracket. Mking $175 or best offer.

Brand new skiis: Head Yahoo freest)'le skiis,
160 cm. unmounted '• nevPr touched the
snow. Also have Solomon 555 equipe bindings
to go with tnem .:an be mounted -on guarantee. Will sell both for only $200. Call Mary
Boyd at 2-2161 or 868-9'105. 11/19
.
J)()Wl\l PARKA: Finestkind EMS ~oedition
style, men's size large, full hood, maroon.
Oiily worn slight.Iy; new last January. Asking
$3.5-worth at feast '$50. Call 74Hl14 for info.
11116

67 Volkswagon Squareback: doesn't run but
has _potential and wants to get back on the
roacf. $50. Call 868-7491. 11/12

'For Sale: Mexi~an sweater coat. Dark
hrown with white and gray detail Women's
size small $25. Call Kim "'742-0560. 11 /12.

Fender Jaguar JlUitar. Pre-CBS (1963)- great
action, sounds mce. Get that jazz sound for
only $125. Call 868-7491. 11/12

Call Randy 742-4339. 11723
Mondia special frameset 24" (60 cm) frame
with Campagnolo headset, bottom bracket
and dropoufs. Reynolds 531 DB tubing
throughout an excellent touring frame.
A>.king $160 or best offer. Call Steve 868-7088.
11/23

Pe~~gn ~ft~: ~~-e1~1 ~1~~r~s~~~h~fi~~~~l~n~

ch. loft, good tn 15°. Cost $87.00 new, st;ll for $65.
One 1.25 lb. 1"111 EMS summer, 4 1~ mch loft,
good to 35 degrees. Cost $59 new, selling for
$45. Make super winter combo together,
good to -20 degrees. Both in excellent conaition. Call 659-2635. 11/19

1967 Ford station wagon. Good engine with
56,000 miles. Radial tires, new braltes much
body rot. Asking $150. Call Nancy Rm. 3; 21598 or 868-9725. 11/12
Must sell: 1969 VW Bug. 9,000 miles rebuilt
engine, new paint 4 go00 tires· and snows included, sun roof "heat words". $900 OBO at
21 Schoolhouse Ln., Durham or call 868-2583
11/23
For Sale: 1969 Dodge Charger, 440 Magnum,
automatic, P .S., P .B.; 70,000, studded snows!
runs great, body needs some work, $700. Cal
Henry at,868-5207. 11/16
For Sale: Lange Standard ski ; bOOts_
<women's·size 8), lwo medium down jackets;
1 dQg kennel for.flying a medium)arge dog.
Reasonable prices. Call Allison 659-2~J2/:f
For_Sale: ToyQta Land Cruiser ·1974-modet
43,000 ·miles ·- undercoate<i no MI~ nevpr
plow_e_.d $3500 or .B..O. Call eves 1168-72119'-0t' 'T/2•
~74.: u/z:

Motobecane·- Super Miragt! '*'.~11uu"'-"> ~1~,
a lloy" rims, Q-R nubs, SuntouiderailJ:euiji;
Sugmo crank, Weinmann Qi< 01;;1ilo11;;. uigii
pressure tires, leather seat, excel!eittSha~;
$165. Cal• David after 5 p.m. 862-1343; 11/11)'.·:
Peav_y Bass Brain, 210 watts rmsoWith. fuzz;
~ua,lization, footswitch fo,r c_hari;nhl Il}ixi,ng.
Six ·mon. th.s old, cle.en_ an.d ).n. ~ect_
..·.¢0.•J:l_.~
ditioo. $200. Group dishtulditig 1 .~U&.t s,elJ..:
caJlJohn\749-4847; 12/3, ' '". ' . --:-,; " , t ·' '

F~;'Sale:"·· Polaroid 240 Jarid· camera '\nth
fla$bandcase. Excellent conditi.on. '$50, Also

Bliuard fiberglass special ski!H• 195 ·cm, 2

pre-pa id c la ss ad form

Y,e~rs;:oi~, very good condition'. 'l:!~d $1~
new~as!ung

TO READ Ml FOLLOWS:------------;..._----

------

$50.. C-all 7~3642.,llk~fL~< '. · ' ,
B_IKEES-For sale- Mirella It~lia~ . racing
bike-Campy .steel. crand, Record derailleur- /
French touring rims but can be converted t
back to racing <22lbs. J-perfe. ct traini_ng bike-~.
$200-write Box 17 Greenland 03840 leave f
rii:iinber or addreils .. 11/23 .
. ' : ;- ., ';' c•, ~
Far·Sale; .. Yamaha.1~ excellent coridi~:
Ski{+];l0.ii;i ~trato 102, Dynamic 1~71~,,~~
187.<.111--, t.ang,eboots· 7%, good pnce. ~~~'
868·2668. 11123 ..
.
" .·. '; t.:.r:i
For Sale: ·R·o·sewall-seamco tennis .r~~.'
41/z inch grip. 180 cc. Dynastar' GLS $klJ';\f.Z;
~lomon bindings and Barre poles. N:~
.''Banana" ski fioots, size 911i?N: AU ini'!i'Sv
:g<iod condition. C;ill 659c2069. 11/23 .'.- , ·1 '.:.n;::~,:·

t-LEASt PRINT

'68. Vw Bug; recently rebuilt e.irginei'"r~M!
.j(ood tires; tired bod~, butlovable. $600.:9,
,:Jee! or Perry at 679-82?<) ey~11in.ij- ,,l};Llt
Fishermen - for sale- 76" 2 Hor~ E · ·
troll~ motor. Low Hours>R~ µmist:
·
!'lf;!W'. 'want ~??i; ' Call, Cbal'liie"··7•
12/3
-

MUST Bt: PREPAID

FIRST INSERTIOJ\: :. $1.00 for 30 ~ords or les.~; S.50 for uch 15 word~ extra.
EACH CQNSE<;t.;TIVE INSF.RTION: $.25
Te>t~phone

Maximlm num~r of runs: 6.

numbers and dates t'c-unt as on£' word: hyphenated
,_

~ords

count a!> two.

Mistakt-s on our part merit one ~dditiona l run . .
..I',

· Amt. f"nd _

roRC!\I

TIMES.

Make cbttkt p_41yabt4' to: The New Hampshire, Rm. 1~1! Mftnorial Union.

For Sale: Rossignol Ski Boots. Brand
new ; only worn once. Size 9 <size 7 12-8
women's shoe ). Must sell! Were $90. Now
$45. Call Jane 2-17:19, Rm. 323_ Eve., ~ :.' .:l
F or· ·sahr- - ;-;.,, J eeir CJ5 tota lly recon.ditioned: ·New Clutch , tr ansm1ss1on, Root.
Paint and Body. Front end and brake'.'
redone . Color-Blue. Call 2-2401. ask f01
Sten; ,;;;1 l'I;: i~tense11. l l i.:
BSR 20BPX Auto/Manual turntable. Excellent condition. With new Empire 2000E
cartridge. Everything under warranty.
Great ouy for only $55. Call 742-8654 between
4:30-7:30evenings.11/12
Guitar- Sunburst Gibson ES 345 stereo.
Humbucking pickups, stereo chord and hardsheH case. $385 also old Fender Deluxe,
tweed cover good shape $165- York, Maine
207-363-2187. 11/16
Must Sell - 1966 Plymouth Valiant. Engine
excellent, good bodyJ needs paint. 4 new tires

and snows includeu. $500 firm. See at 21

Schoolhouse Ln., Durham or call 868-2583.
11/23

~S:n~lfi:i~~~~~:~~:it~:~~i~~;rg~r~':Ji!

inside fender repair. Great buy for someone
who can do own work. $100. 868-9828 or 862-

1664, Tom. 11/12

·

/

RUBBERS. Excellent 165 BR 14 steel radial
snow tires. Don't wait for the white stuff!
Just $49 for the pair. Call 868-7220. Keep
trying! 11/12
_
.
.
Down parka; navy blue, Woolrich, men's
small/woman's large, excellent condition hardly worn. $35 or best offer. Call Debi T.
• 868-9834, room 503. 11/19
Prepare for the 1-o-n-g winter. Warm, used
quality clothing for sale at reasonable
prices. St. George's Thrift Shop, Durham.
Sale hours: Tuesday (sales onfyl 7-9 p.m.
Thursdays--10,..3: 45. 11/23
Rust on your car repaired. Free estimates.
Fiberglass work done professionally at low
cost to you. Call Dan at either 659-5125 or 6642458. 11/16
.FOR SALE-ski. oackaJ!e for bemnning woman
skier. Northlan<fskis 1 170cm. Re1ker Huckle
boots size 6. Also mcludes bindings and
poles. All in good condition . $75_ Call 8682335. 11/12
-Must sell immediately: Two bedroom
Mobile home at 10 c;;Jeepy H<~llow Mobile
Court in Newmarket $2,950. Call 659-2738 after six or 679-8876. 11 71I:
SLIGHTLY USED RUBBERS. Size 165 BR
14 steel belted radial snow tires in excellent
condition: Get them before the white stuff
gets you! $49 for the pair. Call 868-7220.
11/12

wanted

m

Wanted: person:for light housekeeping; 4 ~ 6
re¥?/ week; Call li62:fotlrilay. 868-2602 after 6

,,; h..o.mb.1 w.~on.tor.s_qie:L!lti.·-5-.and
__ .~_-·~-·· ._·. ·
_ii,nestkind.
gew•muffler;·atld'.~~~bi1'.Qij
ork.:'.I'A
. •u.i.pPed.
' *''w.).th)m6ws-~.p~.'G4[1.

~~~~iSfftact Wendee Wright, Stoke 628.

Wanted: a used portable television in working

-w.·

.p.ar1t¢,;~42-2488, 1~/3;\;<

F~~ saie:
Win~~~bago '1iG-24,ooo mil~
self contained, slee_ps 6, sparetire, AM/FM
cassette player TV & CB antenna, extra
Battery, trailer bitch, etc. Call after 5 p.m.,
772~208. 11/19

.1975'

Speakers: Does anvone have a ~ir of
Speakerlab speakers~ I'm thinking of buying
tfiem,.but have never heard them. Call Niclt
at 868-9897. 11/12

For Sale: Skis Fischer RSL (200's> along
with marker 4 bindings asking $100 or besl
offer. Call after 5 p.m., 772~208. 11/19

1\iake Money!! We want your COMIC
BOOKS. Search ·your attics at home you
mar have dollars lying around gettini dusty.
~~r~~e~~nN~~~,~ .call 868-5716. sk for

For Sale - BSR 2520 W turntable. Very good
condition $:Jo. Call 868-5642 at anytime.
General -Electric canister-vacuum cleaner rebuilt motor - $30 Used Frigidaire washer Delux model - $30 - Call 742-2485 evenings.
11/12

MEN-WOMEN:
JOBS
ON
SHIPS.
American. Foreign _No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer
job orcareer. Send $3.00 for information.
SEAI''AX. Dtpt E -1 7. Box 2049, Port Angeles
v_v~shi~$t<:>r:i_9Ba6~-~1---~ ___ ---~ __ _
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Huther's a teain player
heard the critisism, it_made us if the chance comes along.' '
work that much harder and made
O'Connor doesn't know to what
us abetter defensive unit."
extent the pros are interested in
Ruther, a zoology major, is . Ruther, but is sure that "he'll be
planning to attend graduate ·looked at."
school next year. He would like to
''One of the reasons I hope ·we
go into Marine Biology, but if any can win this thing is for guys like
offers · come along to. play Bruce," said O'Connor, "they got
professional football, he won't a taste of it last year, and they
hesitate.
want more. "
How.does Ruther respond to the
"It's something that I've
always thought about," he said, big games, like the one coming up
"and I'll give it everything I have tomorrow?
''He really gets up for the big
games," O'Connor said. "I think
what impressed me the most
about Bruce was when we lost
toDartmouth earlier in the year,
he came off the field with tears in
his eyes. That's how important it
is to him."
"I hope we can win it for guys
like
Bruce . "

HUT HER
continued from page 28

and began to improve noticeably
with each game.
"We were ready to start him in
his sophomore year,'' explained
O'Connor, "but he hurt his knee
and missed a few games. He did
well when he did play, but he
never really got started."
He got starteql'ast year and has
been going ever since. He was a
steady performer all season long
and finished off the year with excellent games against UMass at
this \time last year for the YC
Championship and versus Lehigh
in post-season play,
And now, as this year's football
season winds down to the UMass
game, Ruther is coming off one of
h1s best games of the year.
Against Rhode Island Saturday
he made 13 tackles with four
assists.
Ruther, _at 6'1", 219 PQUnds, is
qmte an imposing figure.
He is relaxed, friendly and articulate. He talks positively of his
experience with the team, but
characteristically shies away
from any comments about his individual play.
"Team-wise, we're more
aggressive on defense this year,''
he said, "we emphasize more
pursuit and gang-tackling.''
He feels that because some
considered UNH's defense to be a
question mark at the beginning of
the year, it actually made them
play better.
"We have a lot of pride in ourselves," he said, :'so when we

UMass
tickets
The UMass ticket office
reports that there are plenty
·of tickets for tomorrow's
UNH-UMass football game.
Tickets can be purchased at
the gate for $2.50 for students
and $5.00 for non-students.
The capacity for .Alumni
,Stadium in Amherst is 18,000.
·The expected attendance is
, ,'about 10,000.

Bruce Huther

Th.e
DOW,N OUTLET
OPEN
MONDAY .TO FRIDAY
AFTERNOONS 2:30 - 5:00
SATURDAY MORNINGS
9 - 12:30
EDWARD WAXMAN

Pine Street Extension, Nashua, N.H_ 03060 (603) 883-8600

The New Hanips_h ire
needs photographers
come to room 151 of the MUB

-----classified ads.......--.--Garage Wanted within walking distance.
'from. campus . f<'or compact car during the
winter months or rest of' school vear . Call .
'«i8-!J!l2!1 and ask forC<irl. 11/1~
•
.

.

•

;

. •·

•

missing siffl;e:.. : f
Murkland/Mini-Dorm Area:~,;s, ·
very. very· affectionate ·male.:·. ·,
(wtiite on face, legs, belfy)'. ·~it
.
.veil cared for since he ha&, ·qot return · ·
home but the baby misses and ~ls fof ~-·
Please c~U ·us, 861Hl045, earlY,~" '11.Qr,nmg
_ . ;'o~
iate evening. P,S. Fouf14 saipe tn;.s~e,if.t?$,

"'Ki~ty"'..,

·I

'!';;

Woman 23 wants to ~~\ 41ther~
p!ay paddleball - beg1,nm~nor not!MI.ms. 868-5999. 11/23
. ..,.__ ,,
Wanted: Viola in good cCind~ 1onlyyoung~w1thgoldlughhghts: 1ys' ··,~~''·
pr.oportional to condition ·of ins~ : J Lostatlibr~cy
. · ._i1-2; a nice. wayo,fputU.~g.it. ·
MilCe,.659-2039. 11/16
. · ·
. Black ~ap.d wiute <darned: eloow> .Bean1$~
Norwe1g1an sweater. Whoever .~;\S -it, ·
retw-n ~ lt is getting cold, and.S!01~ ·. ·
I taC~ f!icJl.fl!i~dy, 868-7~~· ll/J9.J~;,'i..i>'.:o
Aprtrlment . for renL
Newmarkei. · - · Lost: Tan leather gloves in blue pinto car
bedroom, ldtch~n. bigli~ng_r~.llt .c.ent.:ar
located on Kanvan - ~$215 nwnUi ·~ going to Lee Traffic Circle 10/26 or ori
liea.t.available ·Jan. (possibly"....W.er).'._.r<A.~ bridge. Please return. Call Devine ·Hall 868G5~2815. 12/3
. ' . . l ""!'!~- •. ~ 9703. Thank you, Jean Gilman. 1~/19

-d wellings.

in'

Female senior wants own room in hous~ ~~;.
apartment for second semester (preferably
on Karivan> . Call Katrina, Room :AA! 8689750 or 2-2173. Leave your name & number if · Wanted Immediately ; Male or Female
I'm not in. 11/19
Roommate for House at 11 Chapel :St.,
,Newmarket. Own room. $52/ month (possibiy
negotiable} & utilities. Pleasant nouse, 'SOlllc
parking, easy hitching. No pets. 659-2002.
11/23
_
Tibet Yoga instruction. No obligation and no
Roommate
needed now-Durham-to share 2
hard-seH pressure. Call Newmarket for free
A t ·th 2 th airJs o
Bedr
trialtesson: 659-2712. 11/23

'

To the Varn - if you think about it loo much
you' ll get warts on your nose. By the way,
how are t~e grades? A worried student. 11/12
Mister Mellow: Happy Birthday! You still
are and always will be the best thin~ that
every happened to me. Yo teamo, forever,,
Your D.L. 11/ 12

roommates

-services

$85/i:~th. ~1e:'~e ca11°i.f~8:868-~ f.:~e

Business teacher will do business, personal,
professional, studen!,i or thesis typmg from
notes or dictation. neasonable rates. IBM
Selectric-choice of style/pitch_ Call Diana.at
742-4858_ 11/12
Two Exoerienced hockev olayers seekill2 top-not.ch indepen<tent intramural team that hlis
gooo potential. If your team is interested, Call
01arfie 868-5464. 11/19
E~perienced mecha~ic.

Tuneups, brakes,
exhaust systems, oil change and minor
engine work _ I have access lo many parts
an<l will_ guarantee my work. For appointment calf: 436-7176 after 6 p.m. 11/16

Lost-very im~rtant green knapsack from
room 139 Hamilton Smith Hall Monday Nov _8
between 10:50 and 11:00 a .m. it contamed my
midterm paper for Enfclish and represents
~i1{;~~~~~i~r[it~!k~~}~ please return
ATIENTION : I lost three keys on a five franc
coin last month _Someone found them and said
they'd turn them into the MUB. I've run ads in
. this ·paper awaiting their return. Please turn
in at MUR They're of great sentimental
value. REWARD. 749-3512. U/Hi
LoST-Around Johnson Theater a small black
waUet containing all of my I.D. and some
money. Keep the money if you really need it,
but please return the rest to the MUB desk. No
questions ask~. 11/19
Business teacher will do business, personal,
~rofessional, or student typing_ from notes or

Message. 11/19

Wanted: Female needs place to stay. Tues
and Wed. nights, 2nd semester. If you have
space for an extra mattress and want added
rent money Contact Nancy 2-1978 or 1168-9839.
11/19
I Working Female, 23, seeks roommate for 2
bdrm. apt. $105/mo includes ht, hw, cable TV,
pool. Kari-Van . No lease. Non-smoker .
· Available immediately. 742-3863after6. ll/16 ·

Lost : one gray handknit s.weater on Rt 108
or Durham Point Road on Friday Ocf 29.
Please call A.nnie 868-5429H Reward :
homemade goody111 / 12
Lost: Red coral necklace on ·ruesday be- ..
tween Ballard and Rosemary Ln. Streets in t

~~~rr:I:·~]~~~-i~~~ i1'~~~

only!<> owner_

·

Hey Snowball : You asked for it ; you got it!
S~rise, hope we can have a lot more fun
tellmg each Qther funny stories and don't
forgef skiing and keeping the little animal
warm ,_ .Bagel 11/12
·
PaUy Duke! Happy 19th kid! We owe you a
Mic11 each - is Scorp's Friday afternoon OK?
To fun times & may we always register 105
on the burp scale. Happy Birthday!! Love
Mongo & your CB sister.

Dux, Even we " toads" deserve a little
respect. Will you ever learn? Stop hurting
people before you hurt yourself. Love, Queen
Toad. 11/12
F .N. and friends: You're gay but nobody
knows' it, nobody knows it - so far. But they
WILL! Love, C.D.11/12
Dear C.S., Thanks for the letter_ I'm not all
that unapproachable. Your move. 28 Bagdad
Rd . 11/16
Buddhists, 'Taoists, and all Meditators come
together and share with the Integral
Meditation Society. All disciplines are
welcomed and desired. Sessions meet once a
~ii~~<li~if!o~f25f~~J~ notices or activities

Christmas Shoppers Delight Durham Art
Association sponsoring their 5th Annual
Crafts Show. Christian Life Center on Madbury Hd. 10 :00 a .m .-4:00 p.m. Sat. Nov. 20.
fr~~Iry, pottery, stitchery; wooden toys.
Pam and Beth, Happy first personal from
your Tuesday/Thursday lunch partner. This
personal entitles you to one free lunch bar
sundae. With love, your panel pal.11/6

Ar.other Guitarist seeks working musicians.
Have played blu~grass , country, foJk, blues
& origmals lor many years. Can also play
banjo, dobro and mean washtub bass-YorkMaine. 207-363-2187. 11 / 16

M.~ . Cool, Puffi£are~'tofa·you'd..,....

Number 68: Sorry there wasn't enough ruum
for you -at Acacia. A real man wou1d have
walked away . A macho little boy with a big
body broke a bottle on someone's head. Your
cool, thanks for the broken glass. and beer
snow er. miloceni tsystanuer. 11/ 12

Saturday ni~ was gf~ ~ar~so

Loo.king for 2 people interested in travelling
durmg January break-general destination
New Orleans and points west. If interested
call Gary 868-2332. 11/ 19
No. 2 on the field and No. 1 in the hearts? Lil'
D.U-andM.M.11/12
J-HARH-Happy Birthda)· from the rest of the
" ammals" on Fourth St. Hope you're
psyched for Zoo-Mass - We're gonna do it up
at "wastefield" too. 11/12

R.S.: Nothing ventured. nothing gained.
O.K.-Silver Moons. 11/12

much: Love

sy. 1111: , . ..

be yours if y~~ solve the nEiW · NiW~
problem sponsored by Pi Mu F;psilon.:Col)i.e.i
or the problem can be obtained in Rm. MS.litti
Kings'Jury Hall math office. !1/16

$2o can

Visit Europe 26 days in Januarv . 16 plus
days skiing at Zermatt. Verbier. Leysin
Crosetes-Avoriaz. and Les Mosses. 'Yuorne 1
winecaves . Gruyere cheese factory. Bern.
Castle, casino gambling, fantastic food . Ski
lessons, lift tickets, excursions. hotels. twc
meals a day. parties. air fare; under $800.
Contact Chris cnurch :Strafford House 148
~~818 . Coll!:g_e credit possible. 11/19

I

Tired of dorm living? Roommate<s> needed
for Semesterll. Roomy apartment. Living
room, kitchen<dishwasher), 2 bedrooms,
bathroom. $525 for semester. Everything included. Strafford Manor in Durham. 868-2190.
11/19
Need a roommate? 1 or 2 males want to
move off campus 2nd semester. Durham
area preferred. If you might be able to help,
call Chris 862-1658 or 868-9742_ ll/12
Roommate needed 2nd semester.' Dover-4
mi. from campus on Karivan Rte. $70-singlll
room, heat included, share apt. w/ 2 other
girls . Call Jamie Days: 862-14!15, Nights: 7494915. 11/12
Wanted: Female roommate to share exoenses of a 2 bedroom apt. Rent reasonable_Call
ear1y mornings or evenings . 742-5388. 11/16
Apt. available for sublet now. 1 bdrm., Iiv.,
kit. $120/month. Nice place, done in pine
paneling. Calf 659-2818. 11/ 23
1

it's almost Thanksgiving ...

personals

CHEMIST: Element Number 97 equals Bk
~ 247). Riddle, Formula , or? ; These figw;es
1ust do not compute. S.R. ll/ 16 .

wctation. Reasonable rates. IBM Selectric- ' STEPHANIE: Thanks for inspirinl! me (and

choice of typt! style/pitch. Call Diana at 742~- 11/19

Wolf, Jon and Rich : Had a great time.
Those rocks were slippery. Take it easy on
those curves . Boy, your hands were cold!
Toot-toot! It's been real, ya know? Pint size
and Dish. 11/12
Dee Dee rledge of Chi Omega: I hope that
you didn' mind getting kidriapped Monday
night. Lets do it again real soon. Love Pike
Pfedge . 11 / 16
'
Johll\ bus amv_m~ your house Tuesday,
before thanksgiving-tor pajama party beware of dog-Have good IoOd and drink.
Must beat worlrnt6 :00a .m Phil 11/12

Hunter) at the cheering contest. tet'.s do it
again at UMass. I'll talCe you to dinner if we
wm! Gene (2-1590) 11/12
o-saturday night was the most fun I've had in a-long, long lime. I hope there is much fun
in the future. Rod was right is his anatomical
comments, but lo me your eyes dazzle, your
personality sparkles. S. 11/12
·
17 Sawyer : I love you, too. Signed: the
woman in white who came into your life
Friday morning. 11/ 12

hitch a ride
with a turkey
in the
classified ads ..•
come to rm 151 muh
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cat stats

UNH
season stats
Team statistics
First downs ..•...........•..........
Total plays ............•............
Yards nishing ....••••••.•......•..•
Yards passing .••.•••••••••.•. . .•..•
Total offense .•••.••••••••••.•..•••••
Passes attentpted .................. .
Passes COJJlpleted .................. .
Had intercepted .................... .

UNH
141

OPP
118

638

im

'MST

1485

773

962

2810

2447

132
59
11

181
QI

:II
41/22
56/546

Fllinbles/lost ...................... . ~/21
Penalties/yds...................... . '!fl/34D
Total poinls .•.............• ·- ..•....

Rushing
Burnham . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . • .
Loehle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cappadona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Buckley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hagen . . • . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Allen . • . • . .. . . . • .. • . . . . • • . .
Pendry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Iodice ........•...... ,.....
Cameron . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
Wbolley.... .. . .. . . .. . .• . ..•
Leavitt . . • . . . . . . . . •. . . . . • • .
Passing

att. com.

Allen..........

94

44

Wholley ........
Burnham......
Cappadona . .. .

36

14
1
0

1
1

no.

1187

918

163
79
11

144
62
8

44/38.6
27/13
49/481
146

44/37.0

no yds TD

116

18
61

93

o
o

123
73
23
25

529 6

20

Coleman
Jessamy
Dent
Fallon

~boli

11

43

3

23

68

McNally
Sareault
Douvadjial
McEvilly

81

3

39
13
9

0
1
0

.3

3

79

23
6
1

19

o
o
o.

-3

0

•/• yds.
46.8 575
38.9 130
100.0 68
00.0
0

no.
30
18
12

3
1

73
43
6
5

int.
7

TD
4

3

0

0
0

5
4

yd&.
208
169
121
11
51
51

3

90

no.
14
10
9

6

46
2
~

1

11
6
5

1.
avg.
1005
450

long.
33.5
33.0
37 .5

no.

yds.

5
5
2

89
20
53

2

17
30

594

'l:l
22

Kahn..............................

0

Langway ..........................
Martin.............................

O
0

no.
17
7
4
3

Duffy ..................... .

yds.

avg.

112

6.6

69
26
85
7

9.9
6.5
28.3
7.0

iJNH
season scores
Holy Cross .................... 17-3
Boston University ........•.•.. 13-0
Dartmouth ... , .........•...... 13-21
Conn~ticut ................... 24-21
Maine ......................... 0-10
Central Connecticut ........... 34-21
Northeastern .................. 35-21
West Chester .................. 27-10
Rhode Island .................. 21-6

Hockey

Passing
McNally
Fallon
Colton
Gladchuk
Jessamy

5

1389

31/334
11.()

com yds

First period
NH 6:31 Gould (Rando)
NH 11:15 B. Holt (Gould, Miller)

148

76

1134

8

53

0

0

u

0

0 - 0

0

0

1

Cununingf

18
17

358
211
139

4
l
)•

96

397

111

0

7
4

36
68

0
0

3

51

1

2

75
10

0

9.7
9.5

40

Allen(NH)

94

Geiger<BU)

118

44
36

43.4
46.8

yds

Harris
Croasdale
Sprout
Beerworth
Jefferies

2
2
1
2

42

J

0

Punting

no

avg long

Romboli

43

39.5

786
394

2
6

6.8
2
4
5

575
30.5 714

5.7
5.5
5.1

no

ydll TD rec/game

Spann CRll
Cummings<Ma)
Farbotko(Ct)
. Giaquinto(Ct>
Galdchuk<Ma>

17

259 0
358 4.

2.8

18
18
17

287 0

2.5
2.5
2.1

Punting

no

avg

Romboli<Mal
Palmer(Ctl
WelshCRD
WOOd<Me>
Silverman(BU)
Leavitt(NH)

43
55
45
52
39
30

39.5
37.5
37.2
35.2
34.9
33.5

18

TD

123

2.&

0
1

211

long ,
17
i2
i9

i9

55
46

EP FG Total Pts
0

0

54
42

0

0

36

20

6

18

6

38
36
36

0

0

0

Game
6.8

4.7
• 4.5
4.2
4.0
4.0

Yankee Conference
standings
W

L

W

L

3

1

7

2

Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . 3

1

5

3

Maine .. :...............
Connecticut .... ~ .. . .. . .
Rhode Island ...... ·~....
Boston Univ. . . .. • .... .. ..

2

2

6

3

2
1
1

2
3
3

2
2
2

7
5
6

New Hampshire. .......
no

59
56
Com/game

Football

Interception returns

71
66

6
3

15
8

Burnham
Palmer<ctl
Coleman<Mal
6_
Checovich<NH> c
0
Leggett<Mel
Dumont(Mel
6

14
53

2i

f{1

UMass
seas,on scores
Toledo ........................ ?i14
Maine ......................... 24-3
llarvard ...................... 13-24
Boston University ............. 33-6
Rhode Island .................. 14-7
Connecticut ................... 6-28
Rutgers ..... , .........•.....•. 7-24
Hol~ Cross .......•......•_..... 21-14

-

Lambert
Cup

1. Delaware (6-2-0
2. New Hampshire (7-2)
3. East Stroudsburg <s--0>
4. Clarion St. (7-2)
5. Lehigh (5-4)
6. Massachusetts (5-3)
7. Maine (6-3)
8. Shippenburg (7-3)
9. West Chester (5-3)
10. American International (5-3)

New Hampshire at Massachusetts
Maine at Boston University
Rhode IsJand at Connecticut
Yale at Harvard
Dartmouth at Princeton
Brown at Columbia
Pennsylvania at Cornell
West Chester at Delaware
Syracuse at Boston College

Soccer
5
5

o
o

4

2

Co~ticut............ . .. . . . .
Rhode Island. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Vermont......................
New Hampshire...............

2

4

Massachusetts . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .

2

4

Boston Univ. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . ..
Maine................. . .......

1
1

5
5

Quoteboard
..It's going to be a real dog fight. Both
teams really want the game because it
meaus the championship. It's going to be
one hefluva dol!fight."
Lee Pope, split end
"I think we're ready."

Tim Pendry, fullback

NH 18:07 Rando (Fontas)

Brad Sloat, offen&ive tackle

Second Period
St.A. :52 Govin (Graham, Pemiman)
St.A. 8:45 Govin (Casey)
NH)}:42 Miller (Gould, B~ke)

' "Both teams play football alike. We're
two power football teams. It's a question of
who's the biggest, who's the quickest, and
who's the strongest."

Saves
.
Evans 5 7 4-16
Parisi 13 1
Norton 4 18 36

73

529
472

82

int TD

Scoring

NH 13:09 Cox (Fontas, Lumley)

NH 17:43 Crowder (unassisted)
NH 18:57 Bums (Francis)
NH 19:05 Surdam (Burns, Francis)

123

94

3

1139
1134

0

129

7

566

128

yds

6

10
1 0

"It's the biggest game I've ever played
in. UM ass is probably the best team we've
played so fa!_ this year. ''

Third period
NH 5:50-Miller (Gould, Burke)
NH 7:24 Fontas <Luinley, Surdam)
St.A. 8:33 Donov:an' (Pemiman,
Rocha)
NH 10: 58 Miller (Burke, Edgar)
NH 12: 21 Gould (Miller, Burke)
NH
Surdam (Lumley, Fontas)
NH Gould (Edgar>

9

749
573

46.5
51.4
44.6

TD

TD

Newell
Coleman
Balboni

TD yds/game •

4.5
4.8
5.0
4.2
4.3
6.4
4.1

com •/•

0

yds

Dent

avg

toil

8'7
76
62

0

att

10
10

yds

Palmer( Ct)
187
McNally<Ma) 148
Cosgrove<Me) 139
Lamboy( Me> 92

135 1

no

Willia~

att

no
227
155
116
136

Receiving

Receiving·

1.awada
Jessamy
Romboli

Passing

22/10

491 3
172 2

123

Gladchuk

Burnham(NH)
DiPietro(Me)
Moser<RD
. Giaquinto(Ct)
'::oleman<Ma)
Jessamy(Ma)
Strandbirg(BU)

Sam Cbecovich, defensive back, place kicker

UNH 14
St. A's 3

4.Brown
5. Bowling Green
6. Colorado College
7.Minnesota
8. New Hampshire
_ 9. North Dakota
10. Clarkson

118

Rushing

Interception Returns
McDonell ..................... -· . . . .
Duffy..............................
Checovich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McMahon ........ : ............. ,...
Mucci.............................
Benson............................
Marchese. . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

1. Michigan
2. St. Louis
3. Wisconsin

125
1439

1

Wharff. . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . .
Burnham . . . . . . .. . .. .. • .. . . . .. . . . ..
DiPietro. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Quellette. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Loehle.............................
DeStefano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Buckley . . .•. . .. . . ••. . . . . . . ... . . . . .
Cappadooa . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Moore.............................
Wholley............................

National
poll

First downs
Yards rushing
yards passing
Passes attempted
Passes completed
Had intercepted
Punting/avg.
Fumbles/lost
Penalties/yards
Total points

4

Pope...............................

Benson....................

OPP

294

Jarry..............................

Punt returns
McDonnell.................
Loehle..... ... .. .. .........
Cappadona • . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .

UMass

TD

57
72

Rushing

Team Statistics

yds.
1021
310

2Zl

Receiving

Punting
Leavitt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Seero.. .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Langway . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

118

194

UMass
season stats

Yankee Conference
stats

Charlie McMahon, linebacker

"It's going to be .a grudge match. UM ass
.;hought we stole it from them last year.
We'll show them its no fluke this year.
We're in the same position as last year.
, We're better and we want it more."
Rod Langway, linebacker

"A lot of kids are really psyched. I'rr
scared though. Everyone thinking its going
to be the same as last year. They'll have the
home fans. They have nothing w win except
the Yankee Conference. We've got the conference and a 1Jowl to think about. They'll
be sky high. "
. Scott Seero, punter
. "They're a good ball team. If we play the

way we all know we can play, we'll win
Besides, I like December tans .
Ron Lavita, offensive guard

"UNH hasn't won back to back Yankee .
Conference championships in 28 years. It's
about time it·happene_d again."
Mike Marchese, linebacker

"We're a much better team than UMass
and I think we want it a little more than
they do. We're an inspired team"."

Glen Liset, offensive guard

"We're going to make people believe inNew Hampshtfe football. Of course we're
goinl'! to win. " John Merrill, offensive guard

.

"It's going to take· a good effort, but
we've got momentum."
Bill Wffiirff, tight end
"We put up with the lucky stuff last year.

This year we all want to go to the playoffs

~gain."

11.e2an McCarth:v. defensive tackle

"When you think o.f the Yankee Confer-- mcechamp.ions over the years, you..
automatically think of UMass. I want to
_eJ?1barrass them."
Bill :nedrick defensive end
"If we can put it all together, we'll whip

'em. Things are going goodfQr us."
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Hockey team opens tonight
, By Ed McGrath
The UNH hockey team begins
its regular season tonight in St.
Louis, Missouri against St. Louis
University.
.
It's the fifth game of the year
for SLU. The BiHikens are 3-1 so
far this season.
SLU is the defending Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
champion.
Their only loss this year was to
the defending NCAA champion
Minnesota 6·4. SLU defeated
Minnesota 7-3 in the first game of
the series. .
The other two wins were over
Northern Michigan, 5-0, 5-1.
Tonight's game will be the
home opener for the Billikens.
They'll host UNH again on Sunday Night.
·
The key to SLU's success lies in
their defense.
lioahe Lindsay Middlebrook
had a 2.99 goals against average
last year. He's expected to play
both games.
The Billikens have two top
defensemen in Kent Jackson and
second team _All-CCHA George

· Kryzer.
ter the game, "We got too many
Jackson is also leading SLU in pepalties. Some of them were
scoring this year with three goals . bad."
Holt was pleased with the
and five assists.
1
UNH is going into tonight's defense. But he says UNH has to
game with only two exhibition "think more of defense."
Holt sat out Jim Harvie so he
games under its belt.
The latest one being Tuesday's could get a look at Bob Bain and
14-3 extravaganza over St. An- Brad Holt.
selm's.
''Bain is a very smart hockey
With score 5-2 going into the player. The question is his
third period, the Cats exploded quickness.
for eight goals to wrap up an
"Brad is pretty much the same
inevitable victory.
kind of player." Holt said, "He's
Bob Miller and Bob Gould both a defensive type player."
scored the hat trick as the first
Mark Evans was in goal
dominated the play whenever Tuesday, Evans made 16. saves,
they were on the ice.
some of them testing.
The first unit was involved in
''He.' s 'good,'' Holt said in the
six of the 14 goals. They made locker room, "I don't think
each one look easy.
goaltending is a problem."
St. A's had numerous power
Evans will play in Sunday
plays, even three 5 on 3 night's game. Dan Magnarelli
situations, but could only score will fltdrt tonight.
one power play goal.
· .The second line (Bruce
Holt will be taking, all his for. Crowder, Terry Flanagan, and ~ards and probably six defenFrank Roy) killed off most of the semen to St. Louis.
The Cats nexLhome-game-wi!t
penalties.
- "They know the plays from last be an exhibition game against
year," said coach Charlie Holt af-. Norwich on November 17.

UNH ski team rebuilding in '76
By Jack Edwards

.
Bouncing back from bankruptcy, the rebuilding of a competitive intercollegiate ski
program is undei:way at UNH.
"'Last year set us ·back tremen· dously," said Coach Paul Berton.
"We can't be expected to break
into the top three this year. Dartmouth, Middlebury, and Vermoot are just too good.
"We have some fine alpine
skiers in Grover Daniels, Rick
Turner, Bob Williams, and Ted
Steele, but Vermont has five
Daniels and four Turners-they're unbelievably deep;" ·

· 45 candidates ca~e out for the
team in . late September. :\3
remain in the rigorous dryland
training program.
"It's been tough mentally,
.Practicing day after dav with no .
·.immediate reward," commented
Berton.
The cross-country skiers have
been roller-skiing on the roads,
but that's as close as the Cats wil1
get
the real thing until Christmas Vacation.
When they finally get onto the
snow, the skiing will come in
heavy doses. The Alpine skiers
will be between .North Conway

to

Bruce Cr~wder l~ts fly a wrist: shot · in Tuesday's
against St. Anselm's. (Scott · Spalding photo)

game

UNH loses 6-1

·and Franconia Notch from
UNH tied the game on Jack
UNH iost to Dartmouth yester~
January 3-15, while the jumpers Jay 6-1 and with it a chance for .Edwards' goal.
.
·will be getting high in the air at the ECAC playoffs.
I The big Green got the- wmner
Lake Placid, New York.
less than two minutes later on
The Wildcais were being con- Charlie Krupanszky's goal.
"I'm looking to Mike Landgraf
sidered
for
the
tournament
penand ~ohn Fulton to lead us in
UNH fell apart in the second
· jumpmg. They're both _comfor- .ding a wi_n over Dartmouth.
half as Dartmouth bombarded
.table on ,!he _70-meter Jump at
It was not to be as Dartmouth the UNH goal scoring four goals.
Gunstock , said Berton.
.
Dartmouth outshot UNH on the _
assured itself of a winning
. Bob Tre.a~"Yell, a UNH skier
season (6-4-1 with one game to .game 40-14.
whose ehg~bihty has run out, has
The game was played in a
go).
been hel~mg the cross-country
Dartmouth scored before five couple of inches of snow.
squad while he I?repares to try
The Wildcats record is 5~-2.
minutes had elapsed.
out fo~ the US Nat10~~l Team.
· Besides ~oller-skung, Tre~d
well and friends have been d.omg
SKIING, page 23
·

Harvard, Yale on. TV
ABC TV has decided to televise the Harvard Yale football game
. tomorrow throughout the New England region in lieu of the UNH,
UMass contest.
ABC officials in New York could not be reached for comment on
the decision, but assumptions are that the prestige and tradition
involved in the Harvard, Yale game plus its proximity to the
Bost<>n region were factors in the decision.
Rumor was that if the Harvard, Yale game was not crucial in
the chase for the Ivy League title, ABC would televise the UNHUMass game which is for the Yankee Conference crown:
Harvard is out of title contention, but Yale and Brown are tied
for first place in the Ivy League, and a Yale win combined with a
Brown defeat at Columbia would mean an Eli championship.
However, should Brown win at Columbia, the title would be
theirs d1:1e t<? their yidory over Yale earlier in the season.

morning line--Dan
Herlihy

Ed

~

McGrath

Mike
Minigan

Andy
5chachat

New Hampshire
at Massachusetts

Mass by 11

NHby7

NHby3

NHbyll

Maine
at Boston Univ.

BUby4

Meby4

Meby9

Meby3

Rhode Island
at Connecticut

Conn by 13 Conn by 10

Matt
Vita

Mass by.7
I

;

Conn by 7 · Conn by 10

Meby6

Conn by-3

.
Yale
at Harvard

. Dartmouth
at Princeton

Harv by3

Yale by 1

Yale by 10

Yale by 8

Dart by 7

Dart by 14

Dart by 7

Dart.by 14

Brown
at Columbia

Brby17

Br by 14

Br by 15

Br by 12

Br by 10

West Chester
at Delaware

Del by 15

Del by21

Del by25

Del by 17

Del by 17

BCby7

BCby6

Last week

8-1

- ~3

Season

63-17

.787

BCby4

Dan Herlihy .
Injuries have hit both teams, but unfortunately New Hampshire
is worse off. With Bill Burnham and Dave Loehle both in top
shape, the Cats would run away with it, however that is not
reality. Brian McNally picks apart the UNH secondary enabling
the Minutemen to take revenge for last year, UMass 28 and UNH
17.
Ed McGrath
UMass barely defeated Holy Cross last week, a team UNH
defeated handily. I don't think the Crusaders have improved that
. much. UNH has played solid football for the.last two weeks. The
Cats have too much riding on this game to lose. UNH 17UMass10.

Yale by6

Dart by 10

Syraeuse
at Boston College

Staff
predictions
•

BCby6

BCby7

5-4

7-2

9-0

57-23

55-26

58-22

59-21

.712

.687

~725

.737

\-tike Minigan
This game is really a toss up, but the Cats came out of last
week's game injury free which the Minutemen did not. It's been
Bill Burnham 's year, and the junior holds the key again this week.
If he's healthy and the supporting cast plays to its potential. UNH
24 UMass 21
Andy Schachat
UMass coach Dick MacPherson should be happy that all of New
England won't be watching on television as his team loses to UNH
for the second year in a rpw. UNH 21 UMass 10.
Matt Vita
UNH's offense has not been that impressive. Look for the
defense to keep it close. Home crowd and revenge are in UMass'
favor. UMass 17UNH10.
Jeff ~agarin
Jeff Sagarin picks Massachusetts over New Hampshire by nine
points. Last year, Sagarin picked the Minutemen by 41h.
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Above Peter Gaspery (23) nham rambles in for his 27th
deflects the ball while Mike . career touchdown, a new
Nemo hits URl's Dave record. (Ed McGrath phot4:!s)
Frageorgia. Right, Bill Bur-

Showdown for the Beanpot
A' UNH win m.t;iy m.ean playoffs
By Miie Minigan and Ed
McGrath
This is it. This is the big one
that everyone's been waiting for
all season long.
UNH and UMass square off
tomorrow at Alumni Stadium in
Amherst, Massachusetts to
decide who will be the 1976
Yankee Conference Champion.
The game has been billed as a
grudge match. Last year, UNH
defeated UMass 14-11 for the
Yankee Conference Championship.
UNH coach Bill Bowes feels ·

UMass will be out for revenge.
Minuteman coach Dick MacPlierson denies the revenge factor.
"We're playing for the conference championship,'' MacPherson said yesterday afternoon, "We're not thinking of last
year. We're thinking o( this
year.''
UNH has more to win than just
the conference title.
A win by the Wildcats would
probably send them into the
NCAA Division II playoffs again.
Last year, both UMass and

When he hils them
they .go backicards
By Paul Keegan
All optimism aside, when the
Wildcats take the field to fac-e
UMass for the Yankee Conference Championship tomorrow, it
may be the last game of their
college careers for fourteen UNH
seniors.
One of them is inside
linebacker Bruce Huther, and if
you think replacing him will be
easy, either you think that an offensive line is a crude joke or
you've never seen Huther play
football.
"No one will be able to fill his
shoes," said linebacker coach
Dave O'Connor flatly, "there's no
question that he'll be tough' to
replace."
Tough, indeed, unless UNH can
suddenly come up with a football
player that provides quiet but effective team leadership and the
kind of crunching tackles and·
hard hitting. that have become
Huther's trademark.
"Bruce is no doubt the key to
our defense," said O'Connor,
"when he hits you, you go backwards."
Huther came out hitting from
the first game of the year.
As the Wildcats· walked over
Holy Cross, 17-3 back in September, Huther · similarly walked
over the Crusaders' offensive line
for thirteen unassisted tackles
while joining his teamates for
four others.
"Huther's best game all year
was against Holy Cross," said
O'Connor, "and he was playing
on the strong side which he hadn't

played before."
It's not just his own coaches
that notice his fine play. Huther
made his impres~ion on Dartmouth fullback Curt Oberg in the
Wildcats' first (24-13) loss of the
season.
Oberg Jauded Huther's play,
saying, "I took some hits,·
especially from that guy Huther,
that sent me backwards.''
"Bruce has just got tremendous strength," said O'Connor,
"he's strong enough to shake his
man and get to the ball quickly.
He's got a natural instinct of getting to the football. There's no
way you can t-eacb that."
Huther, a co-captain along with
senior offensive guard John
Merrill, also is invaluable as a
team leader.
"He's not the holler-guy type
like (Dave) Rozumek was last
year " O'Connor said "But
rathe'r more of a leader by example. He's a very hard worker and
never complains. A real tough
kid."
Wait a minute coach, doesn't he
have any weaknessess?
'Well, Bruce is IJ.Ot a super
athlete like some of the other
players," said O'Connor, who
then added, "but he can rui:i like
the wind, even faster than a lot of
our offensive backs. And he
works his butt off.''
Huther has started at the inside
linebacker position -for the last
two years. He came back from an
injury-plagued sophomore year

HUTHER, page 25

UNH had a shot at the post season
play.
"We're excited to be in · the
same position as last year," said
Bowes, "We have a chance for
another YC championship and it
seems likely if we happen to win
we'll be invited to the Division II
playoffs."
For UMass, there is no post
season opportunity awaiting
them.
The Minutemen are coming into this year's game with a 5-3
record. Last year they were 8-0.
UMass beat Holy Cross 21-14
fast week in a close game ("I
don't want an y more of those"MacPherson).
But before Holy Cross, UMass
lost to Rut~rs and Connecticut,
their only conference loss.
UNH on the other hand is riding
a four game win streak.
Last · week, .-against Rhode
Island, the Wildcats put all
phases of the game together to
dominate the play throughout the
afternoon.
"We'll try and go with a balanced attack running inside and
outside," said Bowes, "Before
the game, you don't know what
you can do. We'll have to wait until the game starts to see what
we're not capable of doing."
"We're a balanced football
team," MacPhersonsaid, "If you
notice all the stats, the key is the
yards per carry of our rqnning

backs. They're doing an excellent
job there.''
MacPherson uses five running
backs.
The leading back is fullback
Bill Coleman followed by All-YC
halfback Rick Jessamy. (6.4 yards per carry).
MacPherson will also use
fullbacks John Romboli and
Keith Lang and halfback Dennis
Dent (7 .5 yards per carry).
Bill Burnham will start with
either Tim Pendry or Dave
,Loehle being the other back.
Burnham surpassed the 1000
yard mark last week. MacPherson had nothing but praise for
him yesterday.
"We have a lot uf respect for
him. Burnham is in a class by
himself on any level you want to
talk about. We admire him."
MacPherson also mentioned
Loehle and George Cappadona
when describing UNH's "excellent" offense. ··
·
Brian McNally will start for
UMass at quarterback. He was
shaken up during the Holy Cross
game.
''We had permission to use him
in the second half but Mike Fallon
was doing the job", MacPherson
said.
McNally is one of the top
passers in New England. He has
completed 76 passes in 146 attempts for 1134 yards.
His primary receivers have
been tight end Kevin ~ummings

and flanker John Gladchuk.
Cummings
will
miss
tomorrow's game because of a
knee injury.
"We'll sorely miss him. We
don't really have some one to
take his place. He was the big
play man," MacPherson said.
"He was a big key. Our offense
isn't as efficient without him."
Gladchuk is the fifth leading
receiver in the conference. He
has made 17 catches for 211 yards
and a touchdown.
The Jeff Allen to Lee Pope
combination has been effective
for the past two weeks.
Pope has caught six passes for
130 yards, including last week's
50 yard touchdown pass, since his
return against West Chester.
,..Bowes said if UMass gives the
Cats the pass, they'll take it.
''They're· a· strong defensive
football team. It 1 highly possible
we'll pass."
UMass may not have the services of All-YC linebacker John
Toner. Toner, a co-captain, injured his ankle in pre-season and
is questionable for the game.
Both coaches say that their
teams are highly emotional.
According to some UNH
players, this . week's practices
have been spirited and the Cats
are taking nothing for granted.
. Bowes summed it all up with
one phrase, "It should be a good
one."

Key players suffering injuries
against Central Connecticut and at this point is not serious enough
By Lee Hunsaker
Injuries to key players could flanker Paul Jarry broke his in to sit him out.
The biggest concern for the
play a vital role this weekend the West Chester game.
Defensive back Dick. Duffy in- Cats however will be tailback Bill
when UNH takes on UMass for
jured his knee in the Northeastern Burnham.
the Yankee Conference crown.
Burnham has been plagued
Both UNH coach Bill Bowes game and is expected to undergo
much of the season with ankfo
and Dick MacPherson of UMass surgery.
are trying · to put their teams
Mike Marchese, a sophomore trouble.
Though he wouldn't go into
together aftef an injury filled playing inside linebacker, is exyear.
pected to return to the lineup detail, Bowes stated that "it is an
When asked about specific tomorrow after sitting out the injury much like something that
you would find in the knee. There
players both coaches were last two weeks.
hesitant about giving details.
''Mike has a severly pulled are two bones rubbing together so
They didn't want to sound like muscle in the thigh," said Bowes, we keep him off it as much as
they were playing under par.
''which goes down to the tendon possible."
Burnham has practiced just
coming out of the knee. Although
"We're as healthy.; as you can he's not at 100
cent he's the one day out of the last three
be at this p0int," said MacPher- best we've got at that position weeks.
son.
Other injuries include coand we're going to need him."
Stated Bowes, "Nobody has
Tailback Dave Loehle is captain John M'errill who has enbeen any more banged up_than another of the injured that wiJI be countered ankle problems
we have."
playing.
throughout the season and defenFor UNH most of the toll is
Loehle has a knee cartilage sive tackle Joe Marinelli with a
already known. Quarterback problem that will require in- knee problem.Steve Wbolley broke his ankle vestigation after the season but INJURIES, page 24
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